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BILL SADLER:

We get the lowdown on the
“Apres-Pandemic” running of the
41st VARAC Vintage Grand Prix.

John Wright gives us a tantaizing
glimpse into his new book on the life
and achievements of a legendary
racer, constructor and innovator.

GM’s BIGGEST ENGINES:

BUILD A BOAT? WHY NOT?

Some childhood memories of DIY boatbuilding and looking at the implications
of floating your own –“wooden” you like
to try?

All about “The General’s” forays
into manufacturing some
iconic locomotives for
the world’s railways.

BCATP: The Aerodrome of
Democracy PART 2

Looking at the present state of some
once-great WWII aviation training
facilities in Southern Ontario, Canada.
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The old No.6 Flight
Training School of the
RCAF at Dunnville,
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home to the No.6 SFTS
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rendered flightless with
the installation of giant
wind generators. We paid
a visit there and to some
other ex-RCAF locales.
See the story on Page 50.
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Deep in thought on Fall topics...

Photo by Catharine Barker

Note from the Publisher

Doug Switzer,

Moto|ology Publisher

T

his fall issue we have some old topics brought to
completion and some new things to ponder! Our
friend and longtime contributor, JohnWright has
graciously provided us with a sneak peak at his new, soon to
be released book on the fascinating Bill Sadler. Bill was born
in Manitoba, Canada and is a legendary race car constructor,
fabricator, driver and inventor with an astounding portfolio of
innovative vehicles. He has designed, raced and fielded some of
the most innovative sports and formula cars in the world, and
has even designed miltary aircraft. John’s book promises to be
a captivating read for motorsport and aero enthusiasts and the
synopsis he gives us here in this Fall issue of Moto/ology has
only whetted our appetite for more! Check out John’s warm-up
on Bill Sadler on page 30.

kind of an accompanying award to the “Jump the Shark” kudos.
I’ll deal with the “Jump the Shark” awards another time
and maybe we’ll have some input from our readers on this
phenomenom as well, but for now, suffice it to say it deals with
the ridiculous—but I digress.
The previous and long-time holder of my “Lost the Plot”
award has been the folks at BMW who currently produce the
“Mini” line of automobiles. When the original next-generation
Mini took over from the brilliant Issigonis-designed “Classic”
Mini in 2001, many folks noted it wasn’t all that “mini”. In fact
there were a few vehicles that were considerably more compact.
It did, however, bear a passing resemblance to the legendary
and revolutionary original car that started it all and despite
some bugaboos and curious shortcomings, was acceptable to
the masses as a more modern replacement. Then it went on
an unrestriced diet of excess. The mis-named “Mini” that’s
In this COVID-affected world, we need to do things
currently on the market has become even more bloated and
differently. We did manage to have some racing events in the
now comes in several guises all the way up to a gargantuan allpast year and avoid mass lockdowns in spite of the appearance wheel drive 5-door Station-wagon/SUV. Size-wise, these things
of some new strains and variations in the virus. The big boys
are comparable to a Toyota Rav 4 or Honda CRV only with less
in F1, NASCAR and IndyCar are all back on track albeit while interior room and ground-clearance and are most definitely
observing certain protocols. Air Shows and boating events are “Anti-Mini”. While they are touted for their performance, I
back on the calendar and we can even head to our favourite
put it to you, they have completely “Lost the Plot” of what the
watering holes and gathering places as long as we observe
original was all about in a very big way.
the rules and take appropriate precautions. I don’t find these
There is now, however a new challenger for the prize. I believe
conditions to be unreasonable. As we get more and more
it may be time for BMW and the “Mini” to step down from the
people vaccinated, we will get closer to a return to “normal”— top of the podium to make way for the Ford Motor Company
even if it is a “new normal”. There will always be those that don’t and their puzzling new “Mustang E”. The general automotive
go with the flow and won’t believe the evidence before them
press-folks will no doubt gush on about what a revelation
and for some this will end in tears, but you can’t force someone and how marvelous the “Mustang E” is, that part is pretty
to make the right choice or do the right thing if they steadfastly predictable but I don’t feel it’s particularly thruthful or accurate.
refuse. Ultimately they may have to pay the price themselves.
OK, now we have a vehicle that is the complete antithesis to
what a Mustang is and always has been about. The “E” is an
overweight, electric SUV for chrissakes! Why didn’t they call
OK, now for my current “old guy” grumble. I’ve decided I’m it a Fairlane, Galaxie, Windstar or “E-Star” or something more
going to speak up and start voicing my sentiments on some
suitable? Why sully the snorting, internal-combustion-powered,
new vehicles by awarding recognition to the manufacturer who tire-ripping performance and sporting Mustang tradition with
is Number One in the “Lost the Plot” category. I see this as
this kind of a device? Yes, they’re probably very quick and yes,
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PLEASE SHOUT US FROM THE ROOFTOPS!
I’m also still unabashedly appealing to
all our contributors, readers and anyone
else who exists to please subscribe
and pass on the link to our magazine!
Moto/ology-ists arise! As I said before,
tell your friends and enemies, tell your
wives and girlfriends and husbands and
boyfriends, (but not when they’re all in
the same room!), tell your workmates,
tell your associates, tell anyone and
everyone that you can think of to please,
PLEASE check us out and sign up for
a subscription! I’m stressing again,
subscriptions are completely FREE!
Once we reach the numbers needed
to justify our ad revenues, we’ll actually
be able to pay our poor, long-suffering
contributors and be able to entice them
into writing and showing even more
interesting, unique and unusual stories
of “moto/ological” matters. So please,
spread the word and keep helping us as
much as you can!
Please give this issue a read and also
check out my blog posts, they’re under
the MOTO|BLOG button in the header
at the top of the landing page. I’ll try to
keep putting things in there to pique
your interest “between issues” as they
say! And please don’t forget to send in
your comments and suggestions. As I
keep saying, we need your input and
opinions, both good and bad, so don’t
be afraid to let us know how you feel!
Keep safe and healthy and remember
to be kind and thank-you for your
readership.
Doug Switzer, Publisher
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SORT OF RELEVANT THINGS.
Motor-driven News and Announcements

I

n this fall issue of Moto/ology, we’re bringing you some more news, announcements
and other tidbits of information from the world of motor-driven things. There’s
currently a big push on to move to electric power on the land, sea and in the air and
although some of these technologies need extensive development, at least the promise of
cleaner, carbon neutral power is there and that development is underway. We’ll give you a
few snippets from press and media releases we’ve received as well as items we get from our
other, more clandestine sources. (Shhh... most of these we can’t divulge!) If you have any
motor-related news or announcements please send them to us for consideration and we’ll
include it here if we can. Send all material to: editor@motoology.com
Graphic courtesy WinGD

they have more useable space and are
therefore more utilitarian, but that’s
just not what a Mustang has ever been
about. No doubt they’ll sell lots of these
things just on the name alone, but I
think we should all face facts, kids. This
is not, by any stretch, a Mustang.
Please write me a letter or an e-mail
and let me know your thoughts, is Ford
now the most deserving of the “Lost the
Plot” award?

WinGD’s ecosystem approach to energy efficiency acknowledges that vessels today are
complex power systems with the main engine at the heart of the integrated solution.

WinGD TAKES HOLISTIC APPROACH
TO MARINE DECARBONISATION
SOLUTIONS FOR LARGE VESSELS
Our old friends at ship engine developer
WinGD have developed a solutions
ecosystem for main ship engines that
enhances efficiency and provides seamless
transition to new fuels – two keys to
reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
inline with International Maritime
Organization ambitions.
WINTERTHUR, SWITZERLAND, (VIA
WAKE MEDIA) — WinGD
The WinGD solutions deploy digital
vessel optimisation and battery-hybrid
energy systems to improve the energy
efficiency and future fuel flexibility of its
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two-stroke engines. Using LNG as fuel in
a low-pressure X-DF engine, for instance,
can reduce GHG emissions by around 20%
compared to a conventional two-stroke
engine burning heavy fuel oil. Combined
with the new solutions, CO2 equivalent
emissions can be reduced even further taking vessels beyond IMO’s intermediate
target of reducing carbon intensity by 40%
by 2030.
“Our ecosystem approach to energy
efficiency acknowledges that vessels today
are complex power systems with the
main engine at the heart of the integrated
solution,” said Klaus Heim, CEO, WinGD.
“These systems, including our engines, are
fully ready for the future fuels that will take
ships much further than IMO’s target of
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cutting greenhouse gas emissions by at least
50% by 2050.”
The solutions include fuel flexibility and
smart engine monitoring combined with
advanced electronic control and hybrid
energy management systems. WinGD’s
engine expertise means that it can integrate
all elements of these complex systems
optimally, including advising ship owners
on the sizing and operation of hybrid energy
sources such as batteries.
In a recent landmark project, WinGD
is integrating sustainability and efficiency
enhancements through a hybrid energy
system onboard four pure car and truck
carriers ordered by Japanese owner NYK
Line. The vessels will run on LNG, using
WinGD’s 7X62DF-2.1 two-stroke engines
coupled with shaft generators, DC links
and battery systems. WinGD has optimized
spinning reserves, peak shaving, and energy
flow to run the main engine at its sweet
spot as much as possible while reducing the
use of less efficient auxiliary engines. The
system will be managed by WinGD’s new
Hybrid Control System.
“Such integrated energy management
plays a key role in our vision to power the
energy transition in shipping,” said Mr
Heim. Through WinGD’s progressive
investments in future fuels, engine control,
optimisation and hybridisation, combined
with the continued evolution of our core
engine technology, these advances give ship
owners certainty that they can meet long-
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future-ready energy system fit for the next
generation of low-emission vessels.
The benefits of future fuel flexibility and
potential hybridization are not limited to
gas-fuelled engines. WinGD’s X engines are
powered by liquid fuels, of which there are
several emerging carbon-neutral or zerocarbon candidates, including bio-diesel and
alcohol fuels. The company has invested
extensively in preparing to use these fuels,
including leading European research into
injection concepts. The core engine offering
is continuously being developed to improve
efficiency and flexibility, most recently with
the addition of the first integrated, on-engine
NOx abatement solution in the marine twostroke engine market.
WinGD will be presenting its range of
solutions at GasTech at stand S2B59.
FLEET ADVANTAGE’S KIDS AROUND
THE CORNER FOUNDATION SPONSORS
truckersfinalmile.org CHARITY
FROM MERIT MILE:
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL (October 4,
2021) – This year’s National Truck Driver
Appreciation Week took on a new meaning,
as the pandemic and other economic
changes have continued to add significant
challenges for America’s truck driving
community. As a way to show its ongoing
appreciation, Fleet Advantage, a leading
innovator in truck fleet business analytics,
equipment financing, and life cycle cost
management (LCCM) became an official
sponsor of truckersfinalmile.org by making

Photo courtesy Wikimedia Commons.org

Photo courtesy WinGD

Klaus Heim, CEO, WinGD.

range environmental targets with systems
they can order today.”
Underlying the new offering is WinGD’s
Integrated Digital Expert (WiDE), a
cutting-edge engine monitoring and
optimisation solution that is standard on all
medium and large bore WinGD engines.
The monitoring and support capabilities
work with a robust, modern control system
– WinGD Integrated Control Electronics
(WiCE) – that meets the connectivity and
security demands of future ship energy
systems. Combined with WinGD expert
training for operators and a global service
network, customers are fully equipped to
meet the challenges that lie ahead.
While developing the wider ecosystem
of solutions, WinGD has continued to focus
on the performance and sustainability
of vessels powered by its engines. The
emissions advantages of their dual-fuelled
X-DF two-stroke series have been enhanced
through the introduction of intelligent
Cooling and Exhaust Recirculation (iCER),
which cuts methane slip by around 50% as
well as improving fuel consumption in both
gas and diesel modes.
The X-DF engine can already run
on carbon-neutral fuels including
biogas or synthetic LNG without engine
modifications, preparing ship owners for
the next stage in their transition to lower
carbon operations. As the most widely
deployed low-pressure dual-fuel technology
in the marine two-stroke market, it is the
ideal platform around which to build a

Fleet Advantage steps up to help truckers in need. The management company is sponsoring
truckersfinalmile.org, which was set up to help truckers and their families in times of crisis.
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Recognized annually, National Truck
Driver Appreciation Week (#NTDAW21)
ran September 12-18, 2021, where
companies and organizations across the
country showed their tribute, appreciation
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and support for the nation’s drivers and
their families.
To become a sponsor or make a
donation to truckersfinalmile.org please
visit the website or call 888-857-7871.
ABOUT KIDS AROUND THE CORNER
Kids Around the Corner was founded
in 2014 by Fleet Advantage to support the
needs of the communities where their
employees and clients live and work. Fleet
Advantage has committed to donating
a percentage of its profits to children’s
charities each year on behalf of their
customers.
ABOUT FLEET ADVANTAGE
Fleet Advantage has over $1.5 Billion
of assets under its Life Cycle Cost
Management (LCCM) program and
serves America’s top corporate fleets.
Fleet Advantage guarantees the absolute
lowest cost of operation by providing
fleet financing solutions with matching
proprietary data driven IT processes and
fleet analytics, using the latest equipment
technology to achieve optimum vehicle
productivity and maximum safety. Fleet
Advantage is ranked as one of the fastestgrowing privately held companies in the
state of Florida and the fastest growing
independent truck lessor in the U.S. Fleet

Advantage is also named a Top Private
Independent firm by the Monitor Daily. In
2015 and 2013, the company was named
to Inc. magazines’ 500|5000 list of fastest
growing companies in the nation. In
2011, CEO John Flynn received the Ernst
& Young Entrepreneur of the Year® 2011
Florida – Emerging Category award.
SOLO EV CELEBRITY RACE
ANNOUNCED AT CANADIAN E-FEST
VIA GLOBE NEWSWIRE SEPT. 30, 2021
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA
ElectraMeccanica Vehicles Corp.
(NASDAQ: SOLO), a designer and
manufacturer of electric vehicles aimed
at revolutionizing the urban driving
experience, today announced that its
flagship SOLO EV has been selected as the
exclusive vehicle to be used in a celebrity
race on July 1st, 2022 at the Canadian
E-Fest, a three-day festival that showcases
the latest innovations in the EV space.
The Canadian E-Fest—which includes
various events such as a sustainability
conference, concerts, a variety of fan
Photo courtesy Wikimedia Commons.org
experiences and a celebrity race—precedes
the 2022 Vancouver E-Prix, an allelectric international street-racing series
culminating in the ABB FIA Formula E
World Championship on July 2, 2022. The
celebrity race, which features several well-

Photo courtesy ElectraMeccanica Vehicle Corp.

a donation through its Kids Around The
Corner foundation.
The truckersfinalmile.org mission aims
to reunite North American truck drivers
and their families in times of crisis. Each
year they collect donations and unwrapped
gifts to help children that have lost a parent
who’s a truck driver out on the road and
helps them cope during the holiday season.
Through its Kids Around The Corner
foundation, Fleet Advantage became an
official sponsor of the program this year,
and the contribution helps secure a total of
ten (10) college education savings accounts
through the program’s Sleigh Bells and
Santa initiative. It is their annual campaign
during the holidays to help children that
experience a loss of a parent truck driver.
Many of these children suddenly find
themselves in a single-parent household
where changes and sacrifices are required.
“Having the support of Fleet Advantage
is appreciated greatly by not only our
organization, but by the families in the
trucking industry that we will be able to
assist through your generosity,” said Robert
Palm, Founder/CEO of truckersfinalmile.
org. “The onset of COVID-19 took away
one of our primary opportunities for
fundraising – conferences and events. As
a result, we rely on community-minded
companies like Fleet Advantage to help
these families in their time of need.”
“Truck drivers are so important to our
economy and the health of the overall
nation, and the pandemic has brought
about even more challenges for them to do
their jobs each day,” said Elizabeth Gomez,
Marketing and Business Development
Coordinator for Fleet Advantage, and
Chairperson for the Kids Around the
Corner committee. “It’s important to keep
goods flowing right now, but it’s just as
important to offer care, assistance and
the means for truck drivers’ families to
remain close to one another. We are proud
to sponsor such a powerful organization
whose mission serves these families when
they need help the most.”

The Intriguing little Solo EV three-wheeled single seat electric car should provide lots of laughs,
thrills and spills in the hands of the celebrity racers at Vancouver’s E-Fest next summer.
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CAPTAIN KIRK IN SPACE
AT 90 YEARS OLD HE BOLDLY GOES
WHERE HE’S NEVER BEEN BEFORE!
Star Trek icon William Shatner takes to
space in Amazon Founder Jeff Bezo’s Blue
Origin NS-18 Flight slated for October 12.

known personalities from cinema, music
and professional sports, will compete
in ElectraMeccanica’s SOLO EV, an allelectric, single-seat, three-wheeled electric
vehicle aimed at revolutionizing the urban
driving experience.
“Our participation as the exclusive
vehicle for the celebrity race at the
Canadian E-Fest is a testament to the
fun and unique driving experience that
our flagship SOLO EV provides,” said
Kevin Pavlov, CEO of ElectraMeccanica.
“Formula E is the premier zero-emissions
racing series globally and our partnership
through the Canadian E-Fest is an
excellent way to support this purposedriven, global initiative towards vehicle
electrification.”

Captain (now Admiral, Ret’d.) James
Tiberius Kirk, aka, William Shatner has
confirmed he will be aboard the Blue
Horizon spacecraft New Shepard when it is
launched on October 12, 2021.
Shatner, a well-known actor who is
most famous for his portrayal of Captain
James T. Kirk in the original Star Trek TV

About ElectraMeccanica Vehicles Corp.
ElectraMeccanica Vehicles Corp.
(NASDAQ: SOLO) is a Canadian designer
and manufacturer of environmentally
efficient electric vehicles (EVs). The
company’s flagship vehicle is the
innovative, purpose-built, single-seat
EV called the SOLO. InterMeccanica,
a subsidiary of ElectraMeccanica, has
successfully been building high-end
specialty cars for 61 years. For more
information, please visit:
www.electrameccanica.com.
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ElectraMeccanica began production
of the SOLO EV a year ago with its
manufacturing partner and strategic
investor, Zongshen Industrial Group. The
initial production vehicles were primarily
used for retail expansion, test drive events,
fleet demonstrations, marketing and
final on-road engineering enhancements.
Recently, the Company announced that
it will begin customer deliveries of the
SOLO EV in October, 2021 and steadily
increase deliveries to pre-order customers
as production ramps up.
“It will be a fun Friday afternoon
when the 12 SOLO EVs hit the Formula
E Vancouver E-Prix circuit driven by 12
celebrities. The Canadian E-Fest is all
about electric mobility and the Celebrity
race fits this theme perfectly,” said
Matthew Carter, President of OSS Group,
a promoter for Canadian E-Fest.

series in the 1960s will inherit the title of
oldest person in space when he goes on his
sub-orbital 10-minute flight from the Blue
Horizon launch facility in West Texas.
Shatner was previously rumoured to have
been scheduled to fly on Richard Branson’s
Virgin Galactic spacecraft. Shatner himself
has denied this saying that Branson wanted
him to pay the full ticket price, when he felt
Branson should actually pay him for the
publicity and although it was discussed, no
deal was ever struck.
Shatner will be accompanied by Ms.
Audrey Powers, Blue Horizon’s VP of
mission and flight operations, Chris
Boshuizen, Planet Labs co-founder, and
Glen de Vries, co-founder of Medidata
Solutions
So, quite possibly by the time you are
reading this, Shatner will have become the
oldest person to go into space, breaking the
previous record set by 82-year-old Mary
Wallace “Wally” Funk who had flown
on a previous Blue Horizon Mission last
summer. Ms. Funk retains her status as
the oldest woman to travel in space. (See
PROFILE on page 14.)
Blue Origin’s curiously phallic-shaped New
Shepard launch vehicle clears the launch tower
in this photograph taken during a previous
test flight (NS-10) in January 2019. Since this
picture was taken, the reusable rocket and
its six-person crew capsule has successfully
completed several space flights including its
first sub-orbital manned missions.
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READERS SPEAK.
Motor-driven thoughts and impressions

Hello! I went over your previous issue of
Moto/ology and would like to offer some
comments.
First, Magnus Walker is quite the
character.
I liked the bike road trips articles and will
suggest them to a friend who rides.
I also loved the warplane article coverage
and the story on the super-sleek Supertest
racing boats.
My Dad was a Spitfire pilot in a Polish
RAF squadron in WW2 – and at 101 – he’s
still sharing stories about those days and his
experiences.
Unfortunately, his eyesight will not let
him view the magazine – he suffers from
macular degeneration and 101 years of
seeing.
His best man when he married my mum
was an Avro test pilot – Spud Potocki. He
also had another friend that was in a Polish
fighter squadron during WW2 who also
worked at Avro and knew Jan Zurakoski
pretty well.
Well done, Regards!
Kara Kuryllowicz
Ontario, Canada
Wow Kara! Thanks so much for your
comments. Please give your dad my very
best regards and thank him for all he’s done
(and seen!) He and his cohorts have our
undying respect and gratitude.-Ed.
Hello Doug!
I received permission to attend and
photograph a slalom event recently and I
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spotted something foreign and different...
a Tesla! Plugged into a generator no less!
I put it out of my mind and watched the
other cars running the course. Then, there
it was. The Tesla. On the two straights, its
acceleration was stunningly quick, but…
dead. Quiet. And, somehow…wrong. In the
turns, the Tesla could not conquer physics.
Too great a mass and not enough tire. Here,
it also made lots of noise. Rubber protesting
mightily against asphalt while the brakes
struggled to contain momentum. I think
I’m a codger now. Yup. I’m possessed by an
overwhelming indifference when confronted
by electric autos. They just don’t move me
(pardon the pun). If ever
(more likely when) electric
replaces fossil fuel, I see
myself becoming downright
cranky. Until then, I believe
I’ll keep photographing
cars and enjoying the aural
output of the venerable
internal combustion engine.
I’ve got to come see the
VARAC event sometime.
As for using some of my
photos and what-not, yes,
please do use them… glad
they’re of use to you, and
thank you. As for looking
over the magazine, yes, I
have read every issue so
far. So sorry, I thought I’d
commented already. They
are all excellent!
Cheers,
Wolfgang (Sonny) Lott
Mississauga, Ontario
Thanks Sonny, always
great to hear from you!
–Ed.
Doug…holy crap!
The latest race report is
the best read I’ve had in
ages, one that engulfed the

whole of me and literally made me feel the
spaces you were talking about.
I’m dropping in on the VARAC site now
and again and I’ll definitely look forward to
seeing photos of the weekend.
I meant to write and congratulate you for
another fine issue of Moto/ology. I’ll forward
it to a couple of locals.
Joe C. Vancouver, BC
Thanks Joe, there’s more tongue-in-cheek
coverage of the summer’s VARAC Vintage
GP in this issue... see Pete Viccary’s article
on page 24- Ed.

Photo courtesy Wikimedia Commons.org
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e’ve had some more
thoughts and comments
from our readers. The
consensus seems to be positive, so we’re
most appreciative of that! The fact that
people will take the time to offer their
thoughts and comments is also gratifying.
As we’ve said before, please send in any
suggestions for anything else you feel may
help improve Moto/ology—let us know!
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It’s fall and there will
soon be a hint of
winter chills in the air.
No matter though,
there’s still lots of
things to see and do!

all is here and we’re feeling a bit of a chill in the air,
even though our thoughts are still on sunny days and
pleasurable pastimes! Once again, here’s a few select
things that we can take in, so check ahead, mind your COVIDprotocols and whatever other precautions you may need to take,
make your plans and enjoy!

including Aston Martin, Audi, BMW, Ferrari, Lamborghini,
McLaren, Mercedes-AMG and Porsche, will compete Oct. 15-17
on the Indianapolis Motor Speedway road course during the
Indianapolis 8 Hour for the Intercontinental GT Challenge Powered
by Pirelli. For more info please see the IMS website at: https://www.
indianapolismotorspeedway.com/events/endurance

THE CANADIAN
WARPLANE HERITAGE MUSEUM

2021 ORLANDO AIR AND SPACE SHOW

AT LAST! THE MUSEUM IS NOW OPEN!
Finally, Canada’s premier warbird museum is open, albeit with
some conditions. The Museum is currently open Wednesday
through Sunday from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm. Proof of COVID-19
vaccination and an “official” government ID is required for entry.
At present, limited numbers of people will be admitted at any one
time, facemasks are mandatory and social distancing protocols
are being implemented. Hand cleaning stations are set up and
certain “hands-on” displays and exhibits are closed.
Call ahead to make arrangements and enjoy visiting the
CWHM which is located at Hamilton’s John C. Munro
International Airport in Mount Hope, Ontario. See their website
for the latest status reports, news and details. Note there are also
closures for special private events so please be sure to check their
website at: https://www.warplane.com

THE 2021 INDIANAPOLIS 8 HOUR
INTERCONTINENTAL GT CHALLENGE
OCTOBER 15-17/2021
Some of the most famous and evocative car manufacturers,
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OCTOBER 16-17/2021
Orlando’s Sanford International Airport will play host to
this Fall’s event-packed airshow featuring the U.S. Air Force
Thunderbirds along with demonstrations by the F-18 Rhino Demo
Team, the MV-22 Osprey, the C130J Hercules and the E/A-18
Growler. Also taking part in the show will be the Quick Silver
P-51 Mustang, the Douglas C47 Tico Belle and the B-25 Mitchell
“Panchito” along with the U.S. Navy’s Legacy Flight and the
SOCOM Para-Commandos. Aerobatic displays with be performed
by Mike Wiskas and John Black. The address of the airport is 1200
Red Cleveland Blvd, Sanford, Florida 32773, USA. More information
can be found at:
https://airandspaceshow.com

FORT LAUDERDALE INTERNATIONAL
BOAT SHOW 2021: SUPERYACHT
HOMETOWN USA
OCTOBER 27-31/2021
Experience the largest in-water presence of boats and marine
exhibits. The five-day event showcases more world and U.S. debuts
than any other boat show in the country. Celebrating the 62nd
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NEW Photo needed?

annual Fort Lauderdale International Boat
Show, the Superyacht Village and marina
features vessels up to nearly 300 feet. The
preferred enclave for superyachts and
superyacht enthusiasts, Superyacht Village
is an exclusive marina that features some of
the most spectacular yachts in the show.
The Superyacht Village will be open to
all general admission ticket holders and
features direct access by water tenders and
shuttle bus routes to and from the show’s
other locations, as well as on-site valet and
self-parking. General parking is available
at $25. Valet parking is available for $50.
There is no in and out parking.
The Superyacht Village is located at
Pier Sixty-Six Hotel & Marina’s new
“Pier South” property, which is adjacent
to the southeast corner of the 17th Street
Causeway bridge—the gateway to the Fort
Lauderdale International Boat Show. For
more information on COVID protocols,
schedules, accommodations and tickets,
please see the show organizer’s website at:
https://www.flibs.com/en/home.html

2021 CAF WINGS OVER
DALLAS
OCTOBER 29-31/2021
The Dallas Executive Airport will be the
location of the Commemorative Air Force’s
Air Show tribute to World War II. The CAF
will stage action re-enactments and offer
static and flying demonstrations of their
many historical aircraft over the 3 days of
the show. Among the many aircraft that
will be on display and flown include several
AT-6 Texans, three Consolidated Vultee
Valiants, P-51 Mustangs, and a variety of
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bombers and other fighters. There are also
several additional training aircraft and
transport planes that will put on flying
displays and some aircraft will offer tours
on the ground as well as in flight rides.
The address of the airport is 5303
Challenger Dr. Dallas, TX 75237. For more
info on schedules, accomodations and
tickets, please see the Wings Over Dallas
website at: https://wingsoverdallas.org

THE CALIFORNIA
INTERNATIONAL AIR
SHOW
OCTOBER 30-31/2021
The Salinas Municipal Airport is the
chosen locale for this year’s California
International Airshow that will be featuring
the U.S. Air Force Thunderbirds. Also on
the venue will be the U.S. Navy’s F-35C
Lightning II Demo Team and Legacy Flight,
Greg Coyler’s “Acemaker”, Tom Larkin
in his “Mini Jet”, and thrilling aerobatic
displays by Vicky Benzing and Jon Melby
along with the Bob Hoover Academy T-6
Texan (Featuring Sean D. Tucker). Also
performing will be a North American
P-51D Mustang being put through its paces
along with several skydiving teams.
Meanwhile, back on the ground there
will be static aircraft displayed on the
flightline and several other activities
including a vintage dragster demonstration.
Also present will be a jet-powered truck,
exotic cars and dueling monster trucks.
There will be a moving "Tribute to the
American Vet” demonstration and much
more. For times, tickets, accommodations
and more information, please see the show’s
website at: https://salinasairshow.com
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RACE WORLD
OFFSHORE KEY WEST
CHAMPIONSHIPS
NOVEMBER 7-14/2021
Offshore powerboat racing returns to
Key West! Race World Offshore is excited
to bring teams and fans to Key West for an
amazing Offshore World Championship
experience. Due to COVID-19, there will
undoubtedly be some changes this year.
However, RWO is the premier Offshore
Racing Sanctioning body in the United
States and their team is dedicated to
producing an unforgettable week. With the
most experienced team in all of offshore
racing around the world, RWO anticipates
another spectacular event even with the
mandatory guidelines that all will need to
follow. Continue to follow us for updates
as available! For tickets and more info see:
https://raceworldoffshore.com/key-west/

THE 2021 FORT MYERS
BOAT SHOW
NOVEMBER 11-14/2021
The 49th Annual Fort Myers Boat
Show once again takes over the historic
downtown riverfront this November and
from Centennial Park to the Fort Myers
City Yacht Basin, boats of all styles and
sizes will be displayed on land, indoors
and in the water. Hundreds of accessory
exhibits feature everything from engines
and electronics to boat lifts, boating
services, fishing gear, clothing and just
about anything else you might need to add
to your pleasure on the water.
This is claimed to be the largest display
of boats, boating products and services
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NOVEMBER 11-35/2021
The 24th Annual running of the
Petit LeMans once again kicks off at the
challenging Michelin Raceway Road
Atlanta road course near Braselton,
Georgia. For the past 20-plus years, the
Motul Petit Le Mans has been one of
the top sporting events in the southeast
and an absolute “must see” experience.
With a jam-packed four days’ worth of
on-track battles, culminating in the 10hour IMSA WeatherTech Championship
finale showdown on Saturday, November
13th, the action is nonstop. Once you add
in the heated manufacturer and team
rivalries, then mix in activities like the
Kids Zone, vendors, food trucks, displays,
car corrals, camping, and so much more,
this event boasts all the ingredients for an
unforgettable racing weekend! For more
info please see: https://www.imsa.com/
events/2021-motul-petit-le-mans/
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Rudy Bartling suits up for a race.

Rudy Bartling

1936 - 2021 85 Years old
Rudy Bartling started racing in the early
1960s and stayed at it for over 40 years. He
has been called Canada’s most experienced
endurance racer and although he raced
in the USRRC and TransAm Series and
many other “sprint” sportscar events, he
specialized in endurance events like the
Daytona 24 hours and Sebring. As a matter
of fact, he competed at the Sebring 12-hour
race 18 times!
Rudy emigrated to Canada in the
mid-fifties and found employment at
Volkswagen Canada where he met some of
his contemporary fellow race enthusiasts
like Ludwig Heimrath and Fritz Hockreuter
and became associated with the Deutscher
Automobil Club or DAC. Through these
friends and the club he was drawn into
racing and competed in many different
events. He started racing in 1960 and
considered his “home” track to be Mosport
Park, (now Canadian Tire Motorsports
Park) although through wintering in
Florida, he became almost a fixture at
Sebring and also raced at Daytona. He
was the Canadian under 2-litre national
champion in 1962 in his Porsche Carrera.
Rudy was also a skilled machanic and
technician and established his own shop,
Bartling Motorsports and he was also a
partner in Petdorf performance. He worked
in California for a while and did duty
wrenching for other teams throughout
the years. He worked for the legendary

Vasek Polak, first in the mid-sixties, then
again in the early seventies, working on
the mighty Porsche 917-10 Turbo driven by
Jody Scheckter. We’re planning on having a
more in-depth look at Rudy’s life, career and
accomplishments in an upcoming issue of
Moto/ology—so please watch for it.
Rudy passed away peacefully with family
at his side on September 8, 2021.

Robin Miller

1949 - 2021 71 Years old
Motorsport journalist and popular
Indycar race reporter Robin L. Miller passed
away on August 21st at the age of 71. Miller,
who was a writer and columnist that covered
the Indianapolis 500 and INDYCAR
SERIES racing, became a television
personality first with ESPN, then he went
to SPEED and most recently worked for
NBC. He also had long stints with all of the
Indianapolis TV affiliates over the years.
Miller first got his start in journalism
answering phones and running errands and
so on in the Indianapolis Star sportsroom,
where he graduated to reporting on
professional basketball. A self-confessed
lifelong motorsports enthusiast, Miller
tried his hand at racing a Formula Ford and
later sprint cars and stuck it out for 10 years

Photo courtesy Wikimedia Commons

2021 IMSA MOTUL PETIT
LE MANS

PASSAGES

Photo courtesy Kyser Racing

on Florida’s west coast, and will feature
over 600 boats on land and in water,
representing over 130 manufacturers. It
is also one of the most beautiful settings
for a show in the country. Set on the
Caloosahatchee River, exhibits wind
along the river, through Centennial Park
and Edwards Drive, through the newly
renovated Caloosa Sound Convention
Center and to the City Yacht Basin.
Whether you are in the market for a
boat, looking to repower or upgrade your
current boat, or just want to see what’s
new, you will find what you are looking for
at this show.
Admission is $16 for adults and children
15 and younger are free with a paid adult
admission. Visitors are encouraged to
skip the line-ups and buy tickets online
in advance. For tickets and more info
please see the GoBoating Florida website
at: https://goboatingflorida.com/boatingshows/2021-fort-myers-boat-show/

Noted Indycar reporter and motorsport
journalist Robin Miller passed away in August
after a battle with leukemia.
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Briggs Cunningham III

Photo by Michele Thompson via arcaracing.com

89 Years old
Briggs Swift Cunningham III was the son
of the celebrated Briggs S. Cunningham II,
founder of the Sports Car Club of America
in the 1930s and a legend with his exploits at
LeMans and other endurance racing events
in the 1950s and 1960s.
The younger Cunningham established
his own legacy in motorsports by being a
founder and co-owner of the ARCA-winning
team that took Chase Briscoe to the ARCA
Menard’s Series Championship win in 2016.
Cunninham’s partnership with Kerry
Scherer created a team to be reckoned with.
Over their time they took 40 ARCA Menards
Series Victories with 14 different drivers, the
current NASCAR Cup Series drivers Briscoe
and Alex Bowman among them.
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PROFILE
WALLY FUNK
As a child Mary Wallace “Wally” Funk
was fascinated with flight and yearned for a
career in aviation. In highschool in the 1950s,
however she was pushed in directions that
didn’t serve her purpose so she left school at
the age of sixteen. She had already become
quite the outdoorsperson and was an expert
skier who represented the southwestern
United States in slalom and downhill
competitions at national meets around the
country. She was also an accomplished
marksman, earning the NRA’s Distiguished
Riflemen’s Award.
After leaving highschool, she enrolled at
Stephens College in Columbia, Missouri as
they had a dedicated flying school program.
The program had been set up during the
early war years when it was apparent women
would be required to fulfill certain roles
in the aviation industry. After the war, the
program carried on. Wally Funk graduated
in 1958 at the top of her class and now
held a pilot’s licence and an Arts degree.
She went on to earn a Bachelor of Science
degree at Oklahoma State University. While
at Oklahoma she enrolled in the “Flying
Aggies”, another college aviation program
and there she earned many aviation ratings
and certificates. She graduated with her
commercial licence and ratings for single
and multi-engined land aircraft, a singleengined seaplane rating as well as her
Instrument, Flight Instructor and Ground
Instructor’s ratings. She was acknowledged
as the school’s top pilot and won awards in
several categories including the Alfred Alder
Memorial Trophy in two consecutive years.
After college she entered into aviation
professionally, first as a civilian flight
instructor for the U.S. Army, making her
the first female flight instructor for the U.S.
military. Her next job was as a Certified
Flight Instructor and Chief Pilot with a
California aviation firm. She earned her
Airline Transport rating in 1968, but
was turned down by the airlines because
of her sex. She then became a Certified
Flight Inspector with the Federal Aviation
Administration and worked with them for
4 years before moving on to the National
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before settling on reporting about the races.
His driving experience however, gave him an
ability to understand what the drivers and
owners were feeling and gave him a great
empathy for those in the sport. Sometimes
contentious and ofttimes controversial,
Miller spoke his mind and sometimes paid
the price for it.
Despite raising the ire of some people in
high places, Miller became close friends
with most of the major personalities in the
American sporting world and especially in
motor racing. In 2019 on the occasion of his
50th reporting on the Indianapolis 500 Race,
the Indianapolis Motor Speedway created
the “Robin Miller Award” that is to be given
each year to a previously unrecognized
individual that shows strong work ethics and
a passion for promoting the sport.
Robin Miller had suffered declining health
over the past few years and in July 2021, he
announced he had terminal leukemia. He
was a lifelong batchelor and is survived by his
sister and nieces.

Transportation Safety Board as their first
female Air Safety Investigator.
Ms. Funk also raced aircraft during her
time at the NTSB and participated in many
races around the U.S. often placing in the top
10 and even winning some events.
After 11 years with the NTSB she retired
and began teaching at several schools and
speaking on aviation safety subjects.
Meanwhile, in 1961, Ms. Funk had put her
name in for the “Women in Space” program
that was being conducted by physician
William Randolph Lovelace. The program
lacked official government funding but was
still set up to train women candidates to
the same standards as the men of NASA’s
Mercury program. The women who were
finally selected became known as the
“Mercury 13”, a nod to the “Mercury 7” of
the NASA program. The women were finally
qualified and cleared for space flight, but
before any could be slated to go, the program
was cancelled.
Funk became a goodwill ambassador for
the space program but still dreamed of being
an astronaut herself. Despite her impressive
background though, she was repeatedly
passed over, supposedly because she wasn’t
an engineer nor was she a test pilot.
She put money down with Virgin Galactic
to reserve a spot on their spacecraft, but the
deal never materialized. However, things
finally came together for Wally Funk in
July 2021 when Blue Origin’s New Shepard
spacecraft took fouder Jeff Bezos, his brother
Mark Bezos, 18-year-old Oliver Daemen, the
youngest person to travel in space and Mary
Wallace “Wally” Funk, who at 82 was now
the oldest person to fly in space and the only
member of the original Mercury 13 to do so.
Well done, Wally!
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Halfway through 2020, and things are looking up, at least in many parts of the world.
The pandemic is still with us here in Canada, but progress is slowly being made in
easing certain restrictions. We greatly appreciate these folks that took the time out
from isolation to bring us this issue!

Photo by Tim Miller

Photo by Peter Viccary

Photo by Doug Switzer

CONTRIBUTORS FOR THIS ISSUE

PETER VICCARY

Peter’s back in this issue of Moto|ology
with a “Walter Mitty”-styled report on the
return of the VARAC Vintage Grand Prix.
After a year’s absence and a dismal season
of minimal racing, Canada’s flagship
vintage event was run, but without our
usual spectators and esteemed friends
from outside the province. Peter therefore
has decided it was in need of some witty
embellishment to brighten things up. Read
Pete’s report on page 24, and all the while,
please remember the names have been
changed to protect the dreamers!
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TIM MILLER

Seasoned automotive journalist,
AJAC-member and long-time Moto|ology
contributor Tim Miller has been writing
about all things automotive for decades
now and his experience and knowledge is
prodigious to say the least. Tim was editor
of Wheelspin News and he’s been published
in Cars & Parts, Hemming’s Motor News,
The Canadian International Auto Show
Program, and other publications such as
the Toronto Star’s WHEELS magazine and
Inside Track magazine. He’s been inducted
into the Canadian Motorsport Hall of

Fame as a journalist and has also written
several motorsports books.
He’s covered many forms of racing, carshows and various industry happenings
and always has entertaining stories.
Tim’s interests in all things motordriven goes beyond just cars and extends
into the romance of the railways. With this
in mind, he delved into his archives and
came up with an interesting piece on the
giant GM railway locomotives that were
once manufactured in London, Ontario,
Canada. Check it out on page 38.
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JOHN WRIGHT

Dr. Ian Davis is a respected Urologist/
UroOncologist who is associated with
McMaster University. Over his long and
distinguished medical career he has
developed several innovative surgical
procedures and treatments. After 36 years
in the medical field, Ian finally retired in
2016. He now divides his time between his
home in Ancaster, Ontario Canada and
his cottage on Northern Ontario’s Bruce
Peninsula. A lot of his summer is taken up
with golf, biking and offshore fishing for
salmon. When allowed, he travels to visit
his sons and their families who reside in the
UK and UAE.
Ian’s car ownership in the past includes
a Caterham Super 7 he assembled with

the help of a friend and a 1986 BMW 635.
Currently he drives a 2003 Mercedes 500
SL but he’s on the lookout for that perfect
Porsche 928.
He was recently invited to become part
of our pit crew at VARAC events by a good
friend and fellow racer.
Having some time on his hands, Ian
accepted the invitation and tagged along
to the VARAC Vintage Grand Prix this
past summer. Being completely unfamiliar
with things didn’t stop him from pitching
in however. You can read all about Ian’s
“newby” experiences on page 36.
Now, perhaps the good Doctor would
like to sit down and discuss that racing car
purchase!

Photo by Doug Switzer

A regular contributor to Moto|ology,
John has consistently brought us candid
interviews with fascinating motorsports
personalities. In this issue, John gives us a
sneak peak into his upcoming book about
the renowned designer, fabricator, inventor
and race car builder, Bill Sadler. John did
interviews and tagged along to some vintage
events to get the whole story on some of the
fascinating Sadler creations. The glimpse
into John’s book begins on page 18. John
has been writing for several motoring and
motorsports publications for many years
now covering racing, auto shows, concours
d’elegance and he tells me he’s currently
been a bit under the weather. Get well, John,
we need you back!

DR. IAN DAVIS
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BILL SADLER:
Fast, Faster, Fastest

Bill (Right) and his teamate, Grant Clark pepare to take out their Sadler Mk.V’s for a track session under the watchful eye of Comstock Team manager,
Chuck Rathgeb. Photo by Lionel Birnbom.

Bill Sadler started out in his family’s auto-electric business and soon
went on to designing, building and racing some iconic and very
innovative racing cars. Not content with that, he also dabbled in
aerospace and aircraft design that brought some fascinating results.
John Wright gives us a tantalizing snippet
from his upcoming new book about one of
motorsport’s most imitated innovators.
18
18
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By John Wright, Moto|ology
Contributor, with photos
courtesy of Wayne Ellwood,
Lionel Birnbom and the Sadler
collection. For the whole story,
see John Wright’s new book,
“Fast, Faster, Fastest”.

O

riginally from Manitoba,
Bill Sadler grew up in St.
Catharines Ontario where
his parents ran Sadler Auto Electric,
a small business dealing with
automobile instruments, their repair
and servicing. Bill was imbued with
things automotive from the time he
was little. He went to work for his
parents in the shop at first sweeping
floors and later dealing with the
repair of electric parts. Thus, he
became interested in automobiles
and electronics. He started building things, like a
crystal radio and then his own radio which he built
with war surplus parts and ultimately, his own
television which he constructed from a war time
oscilloscope. True, the first picture he received from
a Buffalo television station was upside down, but he
solved that problem by inverting the oscilloscope!
From there, it was a short but large step to
automobiles. Bill was mad for cars and desperately
wanted his own car. However, in post war Ontario,
Canada, cars were in short supply. As a result, Bill
decided to build his own. His parents were ready to
scrap their Austin Bantam panel truck they had used
in the business. Bill begged them to give him the
old truck, and he proceeded to tear it apart to build
his own roadster. He cut into the top and side of the
Bantam and removed most of the body. He remade
the shifter mechanism and created a “three on the
tree” shifter. He drove the car all over Ontario and
even into upstate New York. However, the car was
unsafe as he had unwittingly damaged the structural
integrity of the Austin Bantam panel truck and so
that was the end of the first experiment.

The Hillman Minx
Bill was now making some serious money at his
parents’ shop and he decided to purchase a new car,
a Hillman Minx convertible. He drove the car on
long trips, including one to Mexico with some of his
FALL 2021

Bill cornering hard in the Sadler Mk.V. Photo by Lionel Birnbom.

friends. Problems with the reliability of the Minx and
its rather anemic performance led him to contemplate
souping up the little engine. The Minx was a modest
performer and it had a lot to be modest about. There
was little to gain by modifying the engine for more
performance and so Bill swapped the engine out for a
Ford V-8 60 engine, a small version of Ford’s flathead
engine. To add performance, he added a two Stromberg
90 carburetors and a modified camshaft. Bill said it was
fun to out drag American cars. It was in this car that
Bill made his first visit to the Watkins Glen race track in
1952. He found that although the car was fast, the brakes
were inadequate for the job. He did not finish his race
and had to drive the car home on the emergency brake!

The Sadler Mark I: Jowett Javelin, TR2
and Chevrolet V-8 power
Bill laid out the design of his car in chalk on his shop in
Hamilton, Ontario. He ended up doing the welding of the
tubular frame of his car himself after teaching himself
the arcane art of constructing a tube frame out of war
surplus materials. He chose a Jowett Javelin engine and
torsion bar suspension. The body of the car consisted of
simple sheets of aluminum and he adapted motorcycle
fenders to cover the wheels. After driving his car to
Watkins Glen for a race, he had to pass scrutineering at
Lester Smalley’s garage in town. He passed and it was off
to the races. In his heat, the motorcycle fenders began to
fall off. He pulled off the track and removed all of them!
19

He finished his debut race down in the depths of the
pack and that winter decided on an engine change. A
friend had wrecked his Triumph TR2 and Bill asked
for the engine.

TR2 Power

Catharine Cup at Watkins Glen. Bill was doing all this
legerdemain on a budget which would not have covered
the office supplies of his competitors in motorsports.
Enter Earl Nissonger who supplied the wherewithal for
Bill to create the Sadler Mark III.

The Sadler Mark III

The engine with its SU carburetors would not clear
The Mark III continued the Sadler tradition of light
the frame and so Bill thought up and installed his own
fuel injection system. The swap worked fairly well, but weight and oceans of power. However, the car suffered
from underdevelopment compared with the Listers, the
the engine ran its bearings at the old Edenvale track
Scarabs and other racing specials he was pitted against.
in Ontario. That set up the next stage: a swap to the
brand-new Chevrolet V-8. The resulting swap created
a monster and Bill decided on an all new Sadler, the
The Sadler Mark IV
Mark II.
The Sadler Mark IV of which only one was built was
originally planned as a series of customer cars. The sole
The Sadler Mark II
Mark IV that was made, was purchased by Ole Bardahl
for Canadian racer David Greenblatt. To say that this car
Bill decided on a low pivot swing axle set up to
was controversial would be an understatement. It was
control wheel spin and to improve handling. After
purportedly stolen and vandalized and was remade into
spending a period of time in England at the shop of
the Dailu Mark I by David Greenblatt and his mechanic
John Tojeiro, Bill was able to refine the Mark II and
create the “hero car” which would win the 1958 Queen Luigi Cassiani.

Bill Sadler’s astounding “Piranha” light ground attack aircraft prototype built for the Turkish Air Force was to have carried an internal 30mm chaingun
and various external ordinance on underwing hardpoints. The project showed promise but was ultimately abandoned. Photo courtesy the Sadler family.
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Heimrath leading at Mosport. Photo by John Wright.
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Bill Sadler in the mid-engine Sadler Mk.V sports-racer leads Ludwig Heimrath in his Porsche RS60 through a very new Turn 2 at a very new Mosport
Park in one of the track’s earliest races. Run-off areas, guardrails and spectator protection had yet to be installed! Photo courtesy of Ron Kielbiski.

The Sadler Formula Juniors

The Sadler Formula Libre

Bill and one of his employees, Fred Davies built
12 Formula Junior Sadlers, some of which compete
in vintage formula junior races today. They were
conventional front-engined cars, and one person
who raced a Sadler was the late Brock Yates, Editor
Emeritus of the American automobile magazine Car
and Driver.

With its Chevrolet V-8 engine behind the driver
and an open wheeled set up, the Sadler Formula Libre
was a revolutionary design which preceded the design
of its contemporary, the General Motors CERV 1 by
about a month. It debuted at the fall Watkins Glen
Formula Libre race in 1960. Driven by Canadian driver
Peter Ryan it might have made a successful debut had
not Peter had an “off’ and stoved-in the drain plug,
causing the engine to blow when it ran out of oil. The
redoubtable Stirling Moss even had a test-drive in the
car at this event!

Stepchild of the Formula Libre
Bill experimented with a forerunner of the Formula
5000 race car with a Chevrolet V-8 powered Formula
Junior. There was no room for a transmission so
he merely attached the engine directly to the rear
differential. You had to push start the car but once you
got it going, you really went! Bill soon realized that
this set up was impractical and downright awkward so
that design study led to the dvelopment of the Sadler
Formula Libre.
FALL 2021

The Sadler Mark V
Bill’s fertile mind led him to the Sadler Mark V,
but this time he had major sponsorship backing:
The Comstock Engineering Firm. Chuck Rathgeb
of Comstock was eager to demonstrate Canadian
engineering progress, and he bankrolled the cars.
21

Here I am, a somewhat trepidatious passenger in a beautifully-restored Sadler Mk.II about to go out with Bill for a few “spirited” laps around the
Laguna Seca track at the 2005 Monterey Historics. Photo by Alan Kuhn.

His budget was not unlimited but it allowed Bill
to construct two cars, one for himself – with a
Chevrolet engine of 377 cubic-inches and one for
Canadian driver Grant Clark with a 327 cubicinch engine. They debuted at the first Mosport
professional race in 1961.
The cars were fast but were unfortunately
unreliable, not surprising as there was little time for
a rigorous testing program. The cars continued their
campaign during the 1961 season, and at the US
Meadowvale track, for example, competing drivers
watched as the Sadlers went by them as if they were
“nailed to the pavement.”
However, in a fall race at Mosport, Bill was
overruled by Rathgeb as to the safety of repairs
made to a Mark V and after a catastrophic accident
involving one of the cars, Bill quit the motor racing
scene and went back to school.

MIT and Beyond

It is known that he worked on unmanned drones and
other very advanced aircraft and systems.
Bill ultimately left General Dynamics and formed his
own company not only building drones but also one
proptotype experimental light ground attack aircraft for
the Turkish air force. He also designed and built a novel
one-off radial engine.

Back to racing. Back in the Sadler again.
Bill reconstructed his own Sadler Mark III and with
his friend Wes Abendroth entered and won a number
of vintage events at South Western US tracks. I had
the opportunity at the 2005 Monterey Historics of
sitting in the passenger seat of the Sadler Mark II while
Bill turned laps at the Laguna Seca track. A highlight
occurred three years ago when he raced one of his own
Sadler Formula Juniors in a recent Laguna Seca event.
For his performance he won two special awards, one for
Best Appearance and one for Best Effort.
Today, Bill lives with his wife in Mystic, Connecticut.

Because Bill had not graduated from the grade
Read about the fascinating life story of Bill Sadler in
thirteen program Ontario had in place at the time,
its
entirety in John Wright’s soon-to-be released book,
no Canadian university would admit him to an
Fast, Faster, Fastest: The Bill Sadler Story
engineering school. Bill applied to a US university
We’ll be keeping Moto/ology readers up-to-date on
and not only did he graduate early, he won a full
publication, release dates and promotional events for
scholarship to MIT. From there, he joined General
John’s book, as well as where to purchase your copy!
Dynamics and worked in Area 51 on projects so
secret he still cannot talk about many of them today.
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RACING RETURNS
VINTAGE RACING POST-PANDEMIC
The 2021 VARAC Vintage GP

The worldwide health crisis is over. I’m sure that eventually ev
a date and an occasion which to him or her will mark the end
Story & photos by Lord Hesketh, Contributor

F

or myself and my band of brothers, the date was June the 18th, 2021,
and the occasion was the Vintage Automobile Racing Association
of Canada’s Vintage Grand Prix, held at the ancestral home of
the Canadian Grand Prix, Mosport Park, now known as Canadian Tire
Motorsport Park. The facts of this story are true, only the names have been
changed to protect the potentially embarrassed. I am Thomas Alexander
Fermor-Hesketh, Third Baron Hesketh, Thomas to my friends, and I am
the patriarch of Hesketh Racing and mentor to my young gladiator, James
Hunt, driver of our 1981 Citation Zink Z-16 formula ford. James, James’
son Freddie and I are at the Mosport Grand Prix Circuit at Canadian Tire
Motorsports Park because we want so desperately for things to return to
normal and this seems like an excellent place to start.

Dario Franchitti waits patien

“

”

The facts of this story are true, only the names have been
changed to protect the potentially embarrassed.
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S!

veryone will reflect on
d of the health crisis.
Ronnie Peterson rolls into his allotted position.

Ok, so not everything has returned to normal. International
border closures have prevented our American friends, who make up
such a large part of our event, from attending. There wasn’t as much
competition for paddock space as we have become used to in recent
years. The social aspect of the Grand Prix weekend was sorely lacking
and very much missed. No Steamwhistle Brewery paddock crawl, no
live music. People were still wearing masks, but they seemed more
comfortable about taking them off. Interprovincial borders were
opened just in time for our hardcore brothers from Quebec, and one
brave warrior from Saskatoon, bless his soul, to make the pilgrimage
to the Mecca that is Mosport. The paddock had a first day back at
school type of feeling, racing friends renewing old friendships, many
of whom hadn’t seen each other, or been at a race track, since 2019.

ntly on the mock grid.

On the 2nd last lap, James temporarily leads Emmo and Niki.
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James and Freddie on Friday morning. It’s wet, but all is ready to go. This is just before the bad stuff started to happen.
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Freddie awaits me at our favourite viewing spot while above, James awaits
the call to the track on the mock grid. It was to be a very short session.

The weekend didn’t get off to such a spectacular start for
Hesketh Racing. First, the weather was crap; rain almost all day.
Sometimes Mother Nature doesn’t appreciate the significance
of the occasion. James went out for a soggy practice session and
Freddie and I went up the hill to turn nine to watch. We stood
just next to a wooden structure near pit-in which is a marshals’
stand. The Corner Captain was in this stand, miked up so he
could tell the other marshals what was happening nearby and
around the track. Practice started and Freddie and I waited.
Several cars came by, slowly as they acclimatized to the very
wet conditions. No James. Then a black flag was presented,
motorsports for “shut ’ er down”, and still no James. Cars
trundled into the pits and still no James. “Oh no” I whispered
to myself. The corner Captain said, not to me in particular,
“There’s a car off drivers’ right coming out of turn five,” “Oh
dear” “and the corner workers are picking lug nuts up off the
track.” “Oh my.”
Someone didn’t torque down that wheel. That would be
me. It can happen, right? After all, isn’t it really the driver’s
responsibility to double check the wheels? No? Thankfully, the
result was just an amusing story, although the other drivers who
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lost most of their session may not have been so amused. Neither
was James. He takes up the story: “As I went through turn four
I could see the wheel start to move, and I realized what was
happening. I thought I could nurse it back to the pits or at least
get far enough off to the side so as not to cause a black flag. As I
came out of five, I actually saw three lug nuts fall off, so I pulled
over. I showed the marshals where they were, they screwed them
back on and sent me slowly on my way.”
Qualifying Friday afternoon went Ok. James was seventh,
in a very eclectic twenty car group of open wheel racers. He
completed eleven laps. But the car was very hot, too hot. James
carefully took off the back body work and discovered that the
belt attached to the water pump had slipped off and was laying
below the motor. During the off season, James had replaced the
water pump, which appeared to have been on the car since 1981,
with a new one. Good thinking, n’est pas? Apparently, the pulley
wouldn’t stay attached properly to the new water pump, which
meant the belt fell off the pulley, which meant the water pump
wasn’t turning, which meant the engine overheated, almost
instantly. James macgyvered a fix, and we went home hoping for
the best. That’s the thing about motor racing. You do everything
within your power to prepare for the best, but you have to be
prepared to accept the worst.
Saturday threw the worst at us. The belt jumped off after only
two laps of the morning race and James was forced to retire. He
started to scour the paddock for a replacement pump. He started
throwing water pumps at the Zink as if he were throwing coins
into a fountain. Eventually, he hoped he had a solution for the
afternoon race. Chip Ganassi was stationed at his usual spot in
pit lane, supervising his fleet of race cars. He would check James’
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car after one racing lap, make sure the belt was still in place,
then send him on his way. Which it was, so he did. After eight
laps James was in again. This time the car was smouldering,
and James looked like the end was near. He disappeared into
the trailer. After a minute I followed him in. It was time for a
man hug and an encouraging “keep your head up lad, you’ll
figure this out”. Ironically, he had completed enough laps to be
qualied as a finisher.
The first thing to do was let the Zink cool down, and then
assess the engine damage, if there was any. I didn’t think James
would be amused if I used the engine to barbecue a hot dog for
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Freddie, so I resisted the temptation. James, recovering nicely,
decided to ask Chip if he would take a look, because he knows
about these things. “Start the engine without the water pump
and run it for a few seconds. It won’t hurt the engine and you
should be able to tell if there is a significant problem.” Vroom,
idle, idle, vroom, purr like a kitten. “Seems like you’re good to go,
provided you can fix that water pump. I wouldn’t overheat it like
that again, though.” At which point, I went to the loo.
While I was at the loo, mask on, per health crisis protocol,
wouldn’t you know, I bumped into Colin Chapman. “Hi Thomas,
how’s your weekend going?” “A little less than stellar, actually,
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Colin Chapman (below) came to our rescue with a replacement water pump after we received an expert diagnosis from Chip Ganassi
(above). This is a very rare picture, Chip isn't fussy about having his picture taken.

Colin” and I explained our water pump woes. “Well, you know,
I happen to have a spare refurbished water pump. Perhaps it
would work for you.” Perhaps! “Colin, please come with me and
talk to James. You may just be able to turn his frown upside
down.” I have to say, Colin is one handy guy to have around. He
has helped us on more than one occasion, and I can’t tell you
how appreciative I am. Almost makes me want to buy a Lotus.
Anyway, Colin’s pump seemed the perfect fit and Freddie and I
set up lawn chairs to watch James at work.
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Ludwig Heimrath sorting out his IndyCar. Photo by Hans P. Gulde.

A short while later, my buddy Jack Brabham came by to see
how we were making out. Jack was embroiled all weekend in a
battle in his class with Jochen Rindt. Jack led all of the Sunday
feature race, only for Jochen to pass him right at the end and
take the win. Just like Monaco in ’70. “Hello Jack, come have
a beer and watch James fix our car. Its great entertainment.”
“Don’t mind if I do, Thomas. Glad to see this is working
out.” As we enjoyed our beverage and James’ much sunnier
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disposition, I noticed Enzo Ferrari walking across the paddock
in our general direction, clearly headed someplace beyond us.
“Look who it is”, exclaimed Jack. “How are you, old mate? And
what are you doing here?” I know Enzo a little bit, enough to
say hi and exchange some pleasantries when we see each other
at the track. “One of my boys was supposed to be helping Roger
Penske this weekend, but he couldn’t make it so I’m subbing
in.” “Oh, high priced help,” Jack responded. “Hope he’s paying
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In the main picture, we see Jack Brabham and Jochen Rindt going at it hammer and tong in one of their almighty battles. Here Brabham
chases Rindt for the class win. Below left we see Jack Brabham awaiting the race start on the mock grid and in the photo above,
situated just in front of Brabham, Jochen Rindt also awaits the start

Home of the BRD F1200
Canada’s premier Formula 1200 race car

• Arrive & Drive Racing Programs
• F1200 Engine & Gearbox Builds
• Full Race Car Maintenance
For over 30 Years, Vallis Motor Sport has
provided racers with top-notch service, race
preparation, complete car building, trackside
support and FV/F1200 rental programs.
For your racing needs in Southern Ontario,
Contact Vallis Motor Sport today.

2205 Hurricane Road, Welland, ON Canada L3B 5N5 Tel: 905.384.0016
e.mail: williamvallis@gmail.com www.vallismotorsport.com
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“

James would rather finish third
great battle where nothing’s left on
table than cruise to an unchallenged
I admire that.

you well.” This is going well, I thought to myself. “Would
you like to join us for a little vino, or a glass of warm English
bitter?” “Thanks, but I have to get back. You know what Roger
can be like.” “Ok, see you.” With that, Jack turned to me a said
“Who the hell was that guy?”
Early Sunday morning, James went out for hard luck practice.
There was indeed, no doubt that up until now he had been
having some hard luck. Seven quick laps had us convinced that
the trick had been turned.
Sunday morning James had a great race with Ronnie
Peterson, Dario Franchitti and Niki Lauda, finishing third in
their little group and seventh overall. For James, its not about
winning, but the thrill of competition. He’d rather finish third
in a great battle where nothing’s left on the table than cruise to
an unchallenged win. I admire that.
As he sat on the grid awaiting the Sunday afternoon feature
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”

race, one of the Grid Crew, Bernie Ecclestone, came over to
James. “At each event, the Grid Crew (who are absolutely
wonderful, by the way) choose our favourite car and driver
from open wheel and closed wheel. This weekend, you and
the Zink are it.” How cool is that. Kinda brings a lump
to your throat. Anywho, the last race was a corker. James
chased Emerson Fittipaldi in an FF Van Diemen RF82 and
was chased by Niki Lauda in an FF Crossle 45F. Freddy and
I were watching from turn nine once again. They appeared
to be attached by the proverbial elastic band. Every time they
stretched out, the elastic would spring them back together, but
their positions didn’t change. During the course of the race,
James set his best ever time at Mosport, at 1:32.724. Emmo
pulled out enough on the straight that James, faster through
eight, nine and ten, couldn’t get by. Niki appeared to be playing
a waiting game.
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Left: James and Freddie take in another race while waiting for James’ next event.

d in a
the
d win.

Emerson Fittipaldi secures some much-needed shade on the mock grid.

Niki Lauda prepares for the coming “battle royale” while waiting for the starter's orders.
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Moment of truth: James makes his move
and goes around the outside of Emmo as
Niki prepares to pounce!

Finally, with two laps to go,
Emerson bobbled coming out of turn
five and James was by. He held the
lead up the straightaway and through
eight, nine and ten. On the last lap,
Emmo got back past out of five and
on the long straightaway. But this
time James was tight in his draft.
James took the inside line through
eight, which put him on the outside of
nine and the inside of ten. By now he
was beside Emmo, on the inside, and
Emmo had to give way. They both
bobbled slightly as they accelerated
toward the finish. James prevailed,
but remember Niki? He took a
faster approach to turn ten, saw the
inside open up and used his superior
momentum to pass them both on the
drag race to the checkered flag.
James came back to the paddock
smiling like the Cheshire cat. “That
was insane! Did you see that? I’ve
got to go talk to Emmo and Niki.
That was so much fun.” Off he went
without another word. I gave Freddie
a hug.
World health crisis be damned. Get
your jabs, if you haven’t already. Days
like that at the race track, or doing
anything which you passionate about,
are priceless.
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Racing News • Images •Motorsports Consulting
Images and content are being added regularly — check out the
Gladiator Road Racing Website at:
http://www.gladiatorroadracing.ca
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A

very good friend of mine and
his son race vintage cars, an
open-wheel Formula Ford and
a Datsun 240Z. On a number of occasions
in the past I had been invited to the races
to be part of the pit crew. I always seemed
to have had something more important to
do but with the recent cancer death of my
wife I had a lot more time on my hands.
This time I said yes and with that, became
part of the team.
The success of any endeavour depends
on preparation and a number of check lists
had to be fulfilled. Cars, car parts, tools
and extra tires and wheels had to be loaded
on the trailer. Twenty 20 litre jugs of fuel
and a case of octane boost were added—
race cars are hungry. Tents, sleeping bags,
warm clothing (including rain gear) food
and “beverages” were also packed for the
stay at the track.
On arrival at Canadian Tire
Motorsports Park, registration was
completed and release forms were signed.
We then went on to find a site for our
temporary compound. Once selected I
helped set up pop up shelters to protect
the cars and tools and tents were pitched
for the crew members who didn’t sleep in
the trailer. With interest I noted that the
washroom was ‘only’ a five minute walk
away. Sacrifices are made.
Old race cars require constant tinkering
and repairs to keep them running and
competitive. It became evident that there
are different types of race drivers. Some
well-healed competitors came with large
RV’s, portable garages and personal
mechanics. Others arrived with their cars
prepared and simply drove them. Our
team like most, had a driver/mechanic and
helpers to keep things running, although
at times a challenge, it’s an important part
of the experience and part of the fun.
Being part of the ‘pit crew’ means there
are varied tasks to be performed and as the
new junior member I needed direction and
supervision. I was expected to do whatever
the driver/mechanic needed. In my case
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THE
NEWBY
AT VARAC

Musings by Dr. Ian Davis, (Ret’d) Moto|ology Contributor
this meant everything from procuring
breakfast for the crew and keeping the
generator running to changing wheels and
helping to modify the carburetor injection
jets. Prior to any run, coolant and oil
levels have to be checked, wheels torqued
and the car fueled. I learned how to do
these things and in addition how to help
the drivers get strapped in. The moment
of truth comes when the cars need to be
started – both of ours did. These vehicles
do not have mufflers so are very noisy and
ear protection is a necessity.
The first day is for practice and to check
the cars out. Before getting on the track
there is a drivers’ information session
and all cars are safety inspected. I learned
some interesting things.
Initially the Formula Ford performed
well but after a couple of laps it lost power
and some very expensive-sounding noises
came out of the engine and transmission.
As repairs were beyond what could be
performed at the track it was done for the
weekend. We were down to one car – a
major disappointment for my friends son,
the Formula Ford driver. He became the
team manager.
The Datsun required some carburetor
refinements and re-bolting of the
differential support brackets but otherwise
ran well. My friend drove skillfully and
placed third in his class.
It quickly became evident to me that
racing is only part of the track experience.
The driving is competitive but the drivers
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all know each other and are friends. They
go out of their way to help each other
with their cars and their generosity is
remarkable. One evening a gentleman
returned a starter motor that he had
borrowed two years previously. It had been
totally forgotten about.
Socializing in the evening is a high
point. The racers and helpers I met (both
men and women) have extremely varied
backgrounds and all were very interesting
people. Although cars were the focus,
sitting around at night with a glass in
hand, some great stories were told and past
glories relived. I was welcomed and treated
like an old friend and more than one
person suggested that I should get a race
car and get involved.
I have no plans to buy a car at this
time but the track experience was really
positive. I believe my pit crew work was
‘acceptable’ and if invited to an event in
the future I suspect I would say yes.
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Photos by Neil Young, Mot/ology contributor

Attending a vintage
racing event for the
first time!
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THE GENERAL’S
BIGGEST ENGINES
For over 50 years, GM produced huge diesel
locomotives in London, Ontario, Canada.

You think 400 or 500 cubic-inch V8’s, monster alloy CanAm engines,
big prewar Cadillac V12 and V16’s or even the mighty Allison aero
engines were the biggest GM made? None of these can compare to
the gargantuan Electro Motive Division railway locomotives!
Story & photos by Tim MIller, Moto|ology Contributor

N

ot unlike US auto makers building plants in Canada to
escape federal trade tariffs in the early years of the 20th
century, several locomotive makers from the US set up shop
with Canadian builders. Montreal Locomotive Works was established
in 1883 and then was purchased by the New York State-based American
Locomotive Company (Alco) in 1901 to avoid these tariffs.
Roots for the Kingston Ontario-based Canadian Locomotive
Company go back to the mid-1850s.
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These two manufacturers continued to build steam
engines for the major Canadian railways until the advent of
the diesel electric locomotive which became prominent in
the late 1940s. By 1950 MLW was producing a range of Alco
locos and CLC built, US-designed Baldwin and Whitcomb
engines.
But as in the US, there was an upstart in the diesel electric
field which started in the 1920s with gas electric railcars and
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Graphic by Doug Switzer

Above: The old GM logo that was used from 1938 to the 1960s
was a familiar badge on some of the world’s most successful railway
engines. Left: Algerian National Rail Lines (SNTF) GT26CW 060
DG 9 just outshopped at the London, Ontario plant in 1976 – Don
McQueen photo. Below: Canadian National Railways 4531 – CN
GP9 4531 is shown here in helper duty at the Bayview Junction
in Hamilton, Ontario. This workhorse is getting ready to tackle
the Niagara Escarpment in November of 1957. It was one of 37
ordered that year from the GM plant in London, Ontario. Photo from
the Tim Miller collection.
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streamlined passenger locos. By 1950 the locomotive building division of General Motors
was well on its way to dominating the field with passenger and freight engines. GM
bought the Electro Motive Company (EMC) in 1930, renamed it Electro Motive Division
(EMD) in 1941, and in between those times had perfected a multi-cylinder family of twostroke diesel powerplants.
GM had established auto building roots in Canada for several decades when it decided
it wanted to capture some of the lucrative locomotive market in Canada as well, building a
plant in London, Ontario that was completed in 1950. This facility was known as General
Motors Diesel Limited (GMD) and was to produce existing EMD locos as well as its own
unique products for domestic and foreign markets.

40
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While CLC turned out Baldwin locomotives starting in 1948 and
MLW did the same with Alco products in 1949, it did not take GMD
long to become the dominant producer in Canada, starting with the
outshopped GP7 road switcher No. 71 for the Toronto Hamilton and
Buffalo Railway late in 1950.
London’s first order was actually for 10 FP7A passenger diesels
for the Canadian Pacific in the fall of 1950, but TH&B Geep 71 beat
them out the door and headed off to Hamilton for regular service.
For the next several years GMD turned out road units and
switchers for Canadian use, as steam engines on the Canadian
Pacific, Canadian National, Algoma Central, Ontario Northland,
Left: TH&B 71 – Toronto Hamilton & Buffalo GP7 road switcher number 71
shown at Hamilton was the first locomotive built by GMD to enter service in the
fall of 1950. It was wrecked in a grade crossing in 1980.
Far Left: Conrail 5825 – Conrail GP7 5825 at Niagara Falls, ON, circa 1980.
It is ex-C&O 5752, one of six built in London in 1951. Note “St.Thomas” just
behind the stairs, denoting the loco’s home base.
Below: CN 4818 – CN GP7 4818, also shown here at the Bayview Junction,
was built in 1953. All photos from the Tim Miller collection.

LOCO
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TH&B, and Quebec North Shore and Labrador were relegated to
the scrap heaps. Industrial plants such as Hamilton’s Stelco and
Dofasco also received new GMD switchers.
An interesting aspect to GMD’s early years was its building of
locomotives for several US railroads that were based in Canada.
Of the engines to come out of the London plant between 1950 and
1953, three went to the Great Northern, 25 to the Wabash, and
24 to the Chesapeake & Ohio. This last pair of railroads, along
with the New York Central, had long-established Canadian rail

facilities in Southern Ontario between the important trading
centers of Buffalo, New York, and Detroit, Michigan. These
Ontario rail routes allowed much shorter distances than travelling
entirely in the US along the south shore of Lake Erie.
According to company records, GMD order number C-152 of
July 1953 was for five B12 locomotives for the Estrada de Ferro
Vitoria a Minas, a rail line in Brazil. The B12 carbody on these
locos was like those in North America, and 49 of these engines
were produced, nine for Brazil and 40 for East Pakistan. While

Above: A pair of most unusual GMD 801-800 locomotives – these London-built diesel-hydraulic units of 800
horsepower date from 1961and although they looked very futuristic, they ultimately proved to be unmarketable.
R.L. Kennedy photo. Below: Ontario Northland Railway’s ONR 1519 – Shown here at Cochrane, Ontario, in 1970.
This FP7A was one of eight built in London in 1953. Tim Miller collection.
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MOTORCYCLING
ADVENTURES!
All-inclusive motorcycle tours!
Based out of Ontario, Canada, we’re offering enthusiasts
a drive with a difference! We’re providing a “You-Ride”
motorcycle touring service! The tours vary in length and
included in the price is a fully serviced and prepared bike,
preliminary instructions, seasoned tour guides, meals and
virtually everything you’ll need to enjoy your time on two
wheels exploring some of the most beautiful areas and roads
on the continent!
Watch future issues of Moto/ology for our report on this
intriguing new adventure!
For information right now, contact Prestige World Ride at:
info@prestigeworldride.com
And check out their website at: www.prestigeworldride.com

all of them used the EMD 567 prime
mover engine, the Brazilian units
rode on four axle trucks (B-B) and
the rest used six-axle trucks (A1AA1A). They all were built to the metric
gauge of 1000 mm (three feet, three
and 3/8 inches) rather than the North
American standard gauge of four feet,
8.5 inches.
As of 2020, several of the East
Pakistan (now Bangladesh) B12s are
still in service after 70 years.
The order to Brazil was the
beginning of a long and fruitful
period where locomotives were hauled
to seaports, put on cargo ships, and
sailed to faraway destinations. GMD
products went to Liberia, Ceylon, and
Sweden. Between 1964 and 1967, 138
G8 and G12 locos were shipped from
London, Ontario to New Zealand.
By 1968 GMD had built over 1900
locos for the Canadian market. The
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lion’s share of these went to Canadian National Railways with
1115 units and to Canadian Pacific Railways with 490 units.
Models varied from the early SW8 switchers to the GP7 and
GP9 road switchers and F7 and F9 carbody units to the secondgeneration GP30, GP35 and SD40. During this period, the London
plant also build six fully-electric SW1200MG locos for the
Iron Ore Company of Canada, steam generator units
for passenger trains, and a pair of six-wheeled
GMDH3 diesel-hydraulic models.
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Left: Conrail’s 7432 – The Conrail GP9 7432 is pictured at Niagara Falls, Ontario, circa 1980. It is the ex-New York Central
6032, built in London in 1957. Note “St.Thomas” just behind the stairs, denoting the loco’s home base. Tim Miller photo.
Below: In what must be one of the most iconic railway photos ever taken, a quadruplet of Canadian Pacific Railway’s
locomotives are led by CP 5503, an SD40, and are shown traversing the Rodgers Pass, BC in 1969. CP 5503 was part of
an order of 32 SD-40s made in 1966. Photos from the Tim Miller collection.
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The locomotive market slowed down substantially in the 1970s,
but the Oxford Street plant kept busy with the production of
other transportation products. In the early 1960s it built transit
and highway busses and a few years they took on the production
of the Terex brand of large off-road equipment. A considerable

number of military vehicles were also produced there duting this
time. In 1969 GMD changed its official designation to DDGM, the
Diesel Division of General Motors of Canada. When EMD closed
its Illinois plant in 1991, London took up the duties of building
locomotives for the US market.

This Page: VIA 6524 is shown at Bayview
Junction outside of Hamilton in 1978, VIA
6524 FP9A started life as CN 6524,
built in 1957. Tim Miller photo.

Opposite top: The UK’s English Welsh & Scottish
railways JT42CWR 66114 on the GM test track in
1999. EWS ordered 250 of these units in 1996,
all to be built at the GM facility in London,
Ontario Canada. EWS was subsequently
bought out by DB Cargo UK which
continues to operate the type.
Don McQueen photo.
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Heading into the new millenia, there were quite a few more
corporate changes, and the winds of fate blew in heavily over the
plant in London. GM sold the locomotive business to a group of
new investors in 2005 and it became known as Electro-Motive
Diesel Inc. Five years later the business and facilities were taken
over by Progressive Rail Services, a subsidiary of Caterpillar
Inc. Labor strife ensued over the next two years, and in 2012 the
locomotive plant closed with production moving to Indiana and

Mexico. This transition happened just 17 months after Progressive
Rail Services had bought the facility. In 2015 the plant was
finally sold to local interests and was slated for future industrial
development.
There are several preserved London-built locomotives scattered
throughout Canada in various rail museums, including examples
of GMD’s FP7 and F9, SD40, the narrow-gauge NF210, and the
SW1200 RS switchers.

VIA Rail 6529 – This ex-CN FP9A is shown in Windsor, Ontario with the skyline of Detroit across the river in the
background. It was built in the London, Ontario plant in May of 1957. Tim Miller photo.
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WE ENGINEERED THE QUIT OUT OF IT
At OPTIMA® we build and test every battery in the world’s most advanced facility.
Everything that goes in guarantees you get the most out — on the track, the trail,
the water … anywhere ultimate power, performance and reliability is needed.

LEARN MORE AT OPTIMABATTERIES.COM

A CLARIOS BRAND
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BCATP
INTO THE PAST
PART 2
Story by Doug Switzer, Moto|ology Publisher

RCAF Dunnville was home to the No.6 Service Flight Training School (SFTS) where students made the transition to
higher-performance trainers like the Yale and Harvard in preparation for their introduction to advanced types like the
Spitfire, Hurricane and P-51 Mustang. The memorial pictured here outside of the No.6 RCAF Museum in Dunnville,
Ontario pays tribute to those who served in the BCATP and to those who lost their lives while in training here.
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The British Commonwealth Air Training Plan of World War II dutifully trained vast numbers of pilots, navigators, bomb-aimers,
gunners, wireless radio operators and observers along with some supporting ground crews. These people successfully took the fight
to the axis powers during the war, but at the end of the hostilities, the program was quickly dismantled and the facilities were put to
other uses more suitable to peactime conditions. Most of the old wartime airfields and facilities are no longer part of the military but
many still survive in other guises. You just have to know where to look.

In part two of our
look at the ambitious
BCATP program, we
visit some of the old
facilities and see how
they look today.
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I

recently took a trip to check out the
remains of some of the local remnants
of the BCATP here in Southern
Ontario, Canada and I found out some
interesting things. First, many of the old
sites still exist, albeit they’ve been changed
and/or re-purposed. While it’s true that
many are long gone, if you do some
detective work, you’ll also find that quite a
few have reverted back to nature or merely
changed duties.
No.1 Flight Training School, the old
facility at Malton, Ontario has grown
unrecognizably in the past 70 years and
is now the largest and busiest airport in
Canada—Pearson International.
Similarly, the Flight Training School
at Hamilton’s Mount Hope is also now

Hamilton International Airport and is
also home to the spectacular Canadian
Warplane Heritage Museum, custodians
of one of the very few flying Lancaster
bombers and a collection of many other
famous wartime aircraft.
Ottawa’s Rockcliffe airport now houses
the Canadian Aviation and Space Museum
which actually owns the facility which is
also home to the Rockcliffe Flying Club.
The Rockcliffe airfield was complimentary
to the No. 2 Service Flight Training School
installation at RCAF Uplands, now the
site of the Ottawa Macdonald-Cartier
International Airport.
Some of the old airfields, once they were
abandoned by the military after the war,
found themselves being used as motor-
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Photo courtesy of Edenvale Aerodrome

racing venues. Throughout the 1950’s places
like the Edenvale and Jarvis Flight Training
Schools became race-tracks for local
sportscar events. Some years back, Edenvale,
(which was originally a relief airfield for No.

1 Service Flight Training School, Borden)
was bought by a private owner and given a
new lease on life and is now a thriving, local
private airfield that provides exemplary
service to the general aviation community.

Photo by Doug Switzer

Top: This modern aerial view of Edenvale Airport still shows some details of the wartime airfield. The
facility wass known as (RCAF Detachment Edenvale No.1 Relief Landing Field) for RCAF SFTS No. 1
Borden. The distinctive, original triangular layout of the wartime runways can still be seen along with
some remnants of the old post-war auto racing circuit.
Below: The Edenvale Aviation Heritage Foundation was established on the site and hosts the
Canadian Air and Space Conservancy. Edenvale is now home to the fabulous full-sized Avro Arrow
replica and other historic aircraft and memorabilia. PIctured here on outside static display are an exCzech air force MiG-15bisSB, a Grumman (DHC) Tracker and an ex-Snowbirds Canadair Tudor trainer.
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Photo by Doug Switzer

Photo by Doug Switzer

The airport is also home to the Edenvale
Aviation Heritage Foundation which are
the keepers of the fabulous full-sized Avro
Arrow Replica along with several other
historic aircraft. Their display aircraft and
facilities are well worth a visit!
Clockwise from top left: The old east end gate and
entry to the airfield also served as one of the main
entrances to the postwar Edenvale racing circuit.
Since it’s wartime beginning, Edenvale Aerodrome has
grown into a thriving general aviation facility with many
modern services and capabilities.
Several different types of general aviation aircraft call
Edenvale’s modern hangers home and also make good
use of the airfield’s maintenance and other facilities.
Above and below, photos courtesy of Edenvale Aerodrome
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I had spent a weekend or two there with
friends testing our race cars on the ill-fated
Dunnville Autodrome racetrack/proving
ground that was set up on a part of the
airfield’s runway and taxiways. Alas, the
venture ran afoul of the local population who
wanted nothing to do with race cars, or for
that matter, airplanes. (I’ve often wondered
continued on page 56...
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I also travelled down to the old No. 6
Flight Training School site in Dunnville,
Ontario (actually located closer to Port
Maitland, Ontario) and found that flight
operations there ceased several years ago
and the airfield, although still recognizable,
has since been populated with giant wind
generators. It seems it wasn’t that long ago

Above and below: The No. 6 RCAF Museum
at the old Dunnville airbase is housed in one
of the wartime hangers that still survive to this
day in incredibly good shape. The buildings at
Dunnville were constructed with steel trusses
in their roofs rather than the normal wooden
construction common at other facilities.
Bottom: The museum boasts a fine collection
of medals, models, photos, art, memorabilia,
uniforms and many other wartime artifacts.
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You provide the comfy chair

We’ll provide the books
The Armchair Motorist has been serving
the national and international
automobile book market for over 50
years with “New and Out of Print”
materials. A large “in stock” inventory of
over 6,000 books on automobiles,
racing, biographies and historical
materials are available for the enthusiast
via the internet or by appointment for
viewing. Occasional collections on
aircraft, trains and boats also are carried

armchair motorist
Automotive and other fine books
FALL 2021

but not stocked in quantity. The stock
mainly deals with books, not manuals,
but some rare technical items do show
up and are inventoried. Inquiries are
invited for such technical material and
“want lists” are maintained. A search
service is offered with nearly 100%
success on many rare volumes. A large
inventory is maintained on most import
vehicles with marques such as Alfa
Romeo, Bugatti, Porsche, MG, Aston
Martin, Bentley, Rolls-Royce, Ferrari,
Jaguar, Mercedes-Benz, and of course
the “Big Three” Ford, GM and Chrysler.
Small marques are well represented with
stock from Abarth to Zagato.
Check out our inventory at:
www.ArmchairMotorist.com
Phone enquiries to 416 727 0441
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One of the jewels of the Dunnville collection is this rather rare
North American Yale trainer. The Yale was a less powerful, fixed
gear version of the ubiquitous Harvard/AT-6 Texan. This aicraft
was originally part of an order for the French air force that was
scooped up by the BCATP and pressed into training service in
Canada when the French capitulated to Germany in 1940.

Another lovely aircraft in the Dunnville collection
is this Canadian-built Fleet Cornell. Known as the
PT-26 in US service, the aircraft was an all-metal
development of the earlier Fairchild PT-19 and PT-23
designs. The BCATP Cornell’s featured an enclosed
canopy and were built under licence at the Fleet
Aircraft Company facility in Fort Erie, Ontario.

The Fleet Finch was another BCATP elementary
trainer that served alongside the de Havilland
Tiger Moth. Another docile and relatively easy to
fly aircraft, it was used in the early phases of pilot
training and was also built by Canada’s Fleet Aircraft
Company in Fort Erie, Ontario.

at the mindset of people who move in
next to an existing airport, racetrack or
whatever, then complain about the noise and
inconvenience of it all. I mean, if you don’t
like that sort of thing, why would you move
there to begin with?)
At any rate, the site now has the excellent
No. 6 RCAF Dunnville Museum which
houses a wonderful collection of period
WW2 Flight Training School memorabilia,
including uniforms, literature, hardware and
several aircraft including a Harvard and it’s
fixed-undercarriage brethren, the Yale. Both
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Photos by Doug Switzer

Also in the Dunnville collection is this deHavilland
Canada-built Grumman Tracker anti-submarine and
maritime patrol bomber that served on Canada's last
aircraft carrier, the HMCS Bonaventure.

of which were used in the school’s heyday.
The people who man the museum are
friendly, knowledgeable and very helpful and
their collection is well worth a visit!
Not too far from Dunnville is the site
of the old No. 1 Bombing and Gunnery
Training facility at Jarvis, Ontario. This
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installation taught the finer points of bomb
aiming, target recognition and gunnery
techniques and for the most part operated
Avro Ansons in the twin-engine training
roles. After being declared redundant
by the military at war’s end, the facilities
continued on page 58...
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Photos by Doug Switzer

Parts of the old Dunnville Autodrome race track can still be seen at the
site, along with the remnants of the airfield’s runways and taxiways – all
now rendered inoperable by the immense wind turbines on the property.

Photos by Doug Switzer

Another interesting and quite rare item in the Dunnville collection is
this wartime Link Trainer. Often cited as the first flight simulator, they
were used extensively to train pilots for instrument flying conditions.

This instrument panel from a wartime Supermarine
Spitfire is also on display in the Dunnville collection.
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It’s interesting to compare these two photos of the No. 6 SFTS/RCAF Dunnville in two different
eras. Above is the airfield in it’s heyday in the early 1940’s and the bottom photo is a satellite
image from the present day. As can clearly be seen, a lot of the place is still intact, although it’s
been rendered useless for flight operations because of the giant wind generators.

Photos courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

reverted back to the previous owners I
believe, farmers by the name of Hare. They
entered into an agreement with the British
Empire Motor Club (BEMC), a group of
motorsport enthusiasts that had previously
been fielding racing events at Edenvale
and Green Acres near Goderich, Ontario,
two other ex-BCATP airfields. The Hare
family and BEMC created a racetrack that
was known as Harewood Acres. Many
races were held there through early 1970,
some of which were quite prestigious at the
time and saw some internationally known
drivers like Roger Penske, Lee Petty and
Ludwig Heimrath taking part. BEMC and
the other major motorsports clubs moved
their operations to the newly completed
Mosport racetrack in 1961. The opening
of this world-class dedicated racing facility
just north of Bowmanville, Ontario saw
Harewood become less and less popular as
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Other nearby BCATP airfields were No.
9 Elementary Flight Training School in St.
Catharines where John Gillespie Magee Jr.
trained. As many may know, Magee was
an RCAF fighter pilot and renowned poet
of Anglo-American lineage. He is famous
for penning the poem “High Flight”. Magee
was unfortunately killed in a mid-air
collision over England in 1941 soon after
his graduation from the BCATP.
The St. Catharines facility was a private
flying club prior to the war, but at the
outbreak of hostilities it was decided it
should be integrated into the BCATP and
as such, became the No. 9 EFTS operating
primarily DH82C Tiger Moths.
After the war, the installation reverted
back to it’s previous private status although
now with much improved and modernized
facilities. This situation led to the airfield’s
eventual growth into the Niagara District
Airport that mostly serves the general
aviation requirements in the area. The
airport now has quite large runway
facilities that can easily handle business jets
and turboprop aircraft. It also maintains
a tie to it’s military past by being part of
the Civil Air Rescue Emergency Service
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No. 1 Bombing and Gunnery School,
RCAF Jarvis was situated on land owned
by local farmers and it reverted back to
their possession after the war. The two
brothers that owned the property entered
into an agreement with a local motorsport
club and together they built a facility for
automobile racing on the old airfield.
Harewood Acres hosted races until the
early 1970s then was sold off and a giant
refinery was built on the land. In the aerial
shot above, to the right can be seen
some remains of the old racetrack and
what was known as “Gunnery Turn”. Very
little remains of the actual wartime airfield
facilities. A commemorative plaque
outside the refinery pays tribute to those
who served here.

Photos courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

a racing venue. Harewood Acres soldiered
on hosting some of the more local club
events and motorcycle racing through the
1960s. In early 1970 the writing was on
the wall, however and with most events
and clubs now at Mosport, the Harewood
track finally closed, the land was sold off
and a giant refinery was built on the site.
To this day, however, some faint traces of
the old race circuit can be seen, along with
the giant concrete gun-aiming backstop
that was used for gunnery practice during
the war years. The sweeping corner part
of the old racetrack that’s still visible in
the “Google-Earth” shots has the concrete
back stop next to it and back in the day was
fittingly referred to as “Gunnery Turn”. (I
actually attended a few races there myself
in my mis-spent youth!)
As a nod to the site’s BCATP roots
and wartime activities, there is a
commemorative plaque on the highway
in front of the refinery that’s dedicated
to those who took part in the BCATP
program and those that lost their lives
while in training there.

Yet another BCATP airfield that morphed into an auto racing facility after the war was RCAF
Cayuga, relief airfield No. 1 for No. 16 SFTS, Hagersville. In the aerial view above the signature
triangular runway layout of the BCATP airfields can still be seen although now the runways are
occupied by a drag strip and the straights and corners of the Toronto Motorsports Park racetrack.
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Photos courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

The layout of RCAF Hagersville No. 16 SFTS is still clearly visible in this view Many of the
buildings and facilites remain and have been re-purposed for industrial use. The runways and
taxiways however, have deteriorated, crumbled and become overgrown over many decades.

(CARES), an organization that promotes
joint operations of civilian and military
personnel to provide Search And Rescue
(SAR) operations in the area. It isn’t unusual
to see RCAF SAR Aircraft which use the
facility quite regularly. The Royal Canadian
Air Cadets also operate a gliding centre at
the airfield.
Elsewhere, there were BCATP
satellite airfields close to Cayuga and
Nelles Corners, Ontario that are now

home to Toronto Motorsports Park and
a large quarry operation as well as the
aforementioned refinery on the old RCAF
Jarvis No. 1 Bombing and Gunnery
School airfield and Harewood Acres site
near Nanticoke, Ontario. The old No. 16
SFTS just north of Jarvis and southwest of
Hagersville is now an industrial operation
specializing in lumber products.
No. 5 Service Flight Training School
was decommissioned at the war’s end and

Author of the famous poem High Flight, John Gillespie Magee Jr. trained
at No. 9 EFTS in St. Catharines, now the Niagara Regional Airport.
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RCAF Brantford is another wartime facility that has had the go
municipal airport. The signature triangular RCAF layout of the
one runway being substantially lengthened to accomodate larg

became the Brantford Municipal Airport
which still operates to this day.
Many of the main flight training schools
had secondary or “relief” airfields that
acted as back-up facilities in case there were
closures due to accidents, weather or some
other problem at the main airbase. These
relief fields were usually within 6 to 10 miles
of the main base and were sometimes no
more than a rudimentary arrangement of

RCAF Borden No.1 Service Flight Training School was retained by the military
and is now known as Canadian Forces Base Borden, a major military facility.
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I’d also like to emphasize that the places
we visited for this article are local to our
location in Southern Ontario, Canada.
While Canada was the primary location
for the bulk of the BCATP activities, and
Ontario had the lion’s share of installations,
there are similar facilities in almost
every province all across Canada (save
Newfoundland—which wasn’t a province
until well after the war) and there were
related programs in effect in other locations
around the world that were once part of the
British Commonwealth.
There were BCATP facilities in Australia
(where the program was more commonly
known as the Empire Air Training Scheme
or EATS ), Bermuda, where a sizable
number of maritime patrol pilots for
Coastal Command as well as personnel for
the Fleet Air Arm were trained. Southern
Rhodesia (now the Republic of Zimbabwe)
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The commemorative plaque at Airmen’s Park just south of the modern day Oshawa Executive
Airport pays tribute to those that served in the BCATP and in particular to those who trained at
No. 20 EFTS, RCAF Oshawa. Below is Oshawa Executive Airport today, with some of the original
buildings to the south. The Ontario Regiment RCAC Armoured Vehicle Museum is also here.

Photos courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

grass landing strips although some became
quite developed with paved runways and
even hangers and maintenance capabilities.
These secondary relief airfields are scattered
across the countryside and many remain
visible both on the ground and from the air
to this day and once again, many have been
abandoned, re-purposed and some have
developed into thriving local airports.

Photo by Doug Switzer

ood fortune to remain in use and grow into a thriving
runways is again quite apparent in this aerial shot, with
ger and faster modern aircraft.
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and South Africa also trained many pilots
and other aircrew for the Empire Air
Training Scheme as did New Zealand.

Photo by Mike Whitehead, courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

As early as 1942, with the reduced threat
of a German invasion of England and the
tide of war slowly turning against the axis

powers, it became apparent that “The Plan”
(as it had become known) had produced
more than enough pilots and aircrew—in
fact it had turned out many more than
would actually be needed and as such, some
operations began winding down. By 1944
it was recognized that there was indeed

Another example of a former BCATP flight training facility being used in modern times as a
regional airport. RCAF Stanley was home to the No. 17 Elementary Flight Training School and
operated Fleet Finch and DeHavilland Tiger Moth biplanes. The airfield is located near the town
of Stanley in Hants County, Nova Scotia, Canada.
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a huge surplus of aircrew — many more
than there were aircraft for them to fly,
and the plan as a whole would be coming
to an end. The BCATP was proving to be
successful beyond the wildest expectations
of those who had envisioned it and it
goes down as one of the truly great allied
accomplishments of the Second World War.
The legacy of the British Commonwealth
Air Training Plan in Canada has been
to give the country’s aviation industry a
colossal leg up and after the war years it
provided not only an immense network of
modern, airfield facilities for future use, but
it has also contributed a tried and proven
methodology for educating and training
those interested in aviation careers.
The techniques, skills and syllabus used
in training those tens of thousands of
wartime aircrew were adopted by other
countries and parts of the program were
instituted into the flight training schools in
the U.S. and other nations.
For more on the British Commonwealth
Air Training Plan facilities, aircraft and
the history of the program, please check
out the following:
www.rcafmuseum.org
https://edenflight.com
https://airmuseum.ca
https://www.cahs.ca
https://www.warplane.com
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Photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

Westland Lysanders were licence-built in Canada and used by the RCAF in many roles including gunnery and wireless training, target towing and
general liaisson and transportation duties. With exceptional STOL capabilities, these versatile aircraft were also used to drop agents behind the lines.

HELP US RECRUIT MORE MOTO/OLOGY READERS!
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What’s this? A sailboat in the hallowed pages of Moto/ology, the magazine
for all things motor-driven? Well, yes. There’s two justifications for this
perceived travesty. First, sailboats generally have auxilliary power,
usually from an internal-combustion engine and quite often a
diesel. Furthermore, this particular sailboat is a noted Glen L
design, the Amigo, made famous on the television series
NCIS. This is the first boat we see being made by the
show's lead character “Gibbs” in his basement during
his off-hours away from fighting crime. (photo
courtesy the Glen L Company archives.)
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WANT A
BOAT?
THEN GO
BUILD
IT!
Story by Doug Switzer Moto|ology Publisher.

Once upon a time, if you wanted
something badly enough, you
simply made it yourself!

I

believe people were much more resourceful and hands-on
back in the day. You usually didn’t just pop out to the local
marina or dealer and plop down your money for a fibreglass
clone of someone else’s ideas. Only the very wealthy could afford
such indulgences. No, if you were of modest means and wanted
an over-water conveyance, you built your own.
I may be risking the ire of my younger readers, but I’m about
to wax nostalgic on some of my old childhood experiences.
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Back in the late 1950s (which is pretty well as early as I can
remember), my late parents, mostly my father, decided it would
be a good idea to have a cottage. This was a common dream of
the burgeoning middle class at the time and anyone who was
anybody in this part of the world aspired to the grandeur of a
“summer home” somewhere in the magnificent lakes of Ontario,
just north of Toronto.
Dad found a chunk of land in the County of Haliburton
that he fancied and it was affordable for him. It was part of a
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The cover of the March 1958 issue of Popular Mechanics featured one of the colourful illustrations of a happy boat constructor and his
“Swish” as it nears completion. This is the exact book I remember seeing on my father’s desk as he plotted and schemed to build this
very boat! Note also there’s an article on Edsel owner’s opinions. Hmmm... (photo courtesy the Glen L Company archives.)
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“Crown Land” sale, which meant the
government was selling off parcels of land
at very cheap prices. There was a hitch,
however. This particular “parcel” was
on the far side of a lake and therefore,
only accessible by water, so we definitely
needed to have a boat.
Now, we had been holidaying at a
family friend’s cottage in the Parry Sound
area of Ontario and my ol’ Dad had
decided he needed a boat quite a while
before he decided he needed his own
cottage. Being one of those folks with
a working-class income and being very
hands-on about any task that needed to
be done, his solution was simple—he’d
build his own boat. I believe it must have
been the winter of 1957-58 when he first
set to work on this endeavour.
Where on earth would one begin such
a task? Remember these were the days
long before “Google” and the internet. So,
Dad asked around to his friends, other
cottagers and boaters and started reading
magazines like Popular Mechanics and
some of the more mainstream boating
publications of the day. There in the
back pages among the crowded jumbles
of classifieds was the holy grail for the
budding amateur boat-builder… an ad
for a catalogue of boat plans from the
“Glen-L Company”.
Glen-L was Glen L. Witt, an ex-US
Army Air Force veteran who took the
Westlawn Institute of Yacht Design
course and gained extensive experience in
marine design over his long life. He had
experience in foundry design work and
had made molds for many castings and
had even designed some marine fittings.
He set up the Glen-L Company in the
early fifties and began selling plans and
hardware kits for several different boat
designs. Over time, various new designs
were added to the Glen-L portfolio and
through exposure in magazines like
Popular Mechanics and word of mouth,
the company grew and prospered.
In those heady days of the mid-to-late
fifties the one design that caught my
father’s eye was the “Swish”. Today, we’d
think it was patently absurd, but back
then this was absolutely the coolest thing
ever! This boat had FINS! Just like the be-
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Here’s an interesting period picture with four young ladies anxiously awaiting a ride in the new
“Swish” while their two male companions ponder the operating instructions. As a four seater, or
at maximum five, I would think one of the lads will have to be left behind. Some guys have all the
luck, eh? (photo courtesy the Glen L Company archives.)

finned, swoopy cars of the day, especially
the Chryslers, this thing looked like it had
jumped right off of Virgil Exner’s drawing
board. The Swish was a 15-foot outboard
full of pure fifties flash.
When my Dad delved into the
performance specs and details, he became
even more enamoured. The design
promised stability, speed and durability,
plus, with a set of plans and a hardware kit,
he could build the entire thing himself!
So, a cheque was mailed off to the Glen-L
company and a short while later a catalogue
envelope arrived at the house with a fullsized set of plans. Let the games begin!
Dad wasn’t one to scrimp on details so
when the time came to get things underway

it was late fall and he started with making
the prescribed “jig” for building the boat
on. I must point out that the Glen-L plans
for some vessels allow for “stretching”
slightly and this my father decided, was a
good idea, so he followed the prescribed
directions for increasing the length of
his Swish to 16 feet. (Note the dreaded
“one-foot-itis” had set in already and the
boat wasn’t even built yet!) Now to be
absolutely sure all things went on straight
and true, and because our garage had
an unpaved floor, Pops poured concrete
piers in the garage and anchored his jig
to that. The following winter was spent
cutting, gluing, screwing and assembling
the various gusseted ribs and stringers.
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He also went shopping around for the
required plywood skinning and various
other supplies that would be needed. He
also put out the word he was needing an
outboard motor. A very tired and abused
Scott 30 HP unit was found and although
it was far from what he wanted, it would
have to do, the budgets being what they
were. Many late nights that winter were
spent rebuilding that poor, old Scott, but
come spring it was running fairly well in a
test tank made from a 45-gallon drum.
As soon as winter passed and the
weather warmed enough to allow gluing
and screwing in the garage, the actual
construction of the spectacular Swish
began in earnest. The pre-assembled
sternpost, transom and ribs were all set
in place on the jig and the stringers were
clamped, glued and screwed in place as
per the excellent Glen-L instructions. I
was quite a young kid at the time, maybe
only 6 or 7 years old, but I definitely
remember an extraordinary amount of
plane shavings—material removed from

the chine stringers and those near the bow.
This was needed to get the required profile
just right. The garage floor was knee-deep
in these shavings, (well, at least as deep as
my knees!) It seemed to me that Pops could
have got away with buying some more
slender stock and saved a lot of work!
At any rate, the boat took shape and it
was soon time to start gluing and screwing
the plywood skin over the formers and
stringers. When the skinning process had
been completed, Dad took the extra time
to cover the entire outer surface of the boat
in fibreglass and although it didn’t initially
come out as level as he had wished, many
hours of sanding and re-surfacing finally
brought up the glossy smoothness that was
desired.
The day the underside of the boat was
done was momentous. Along with the help
of some friends, neighbours and other
passers-by, the completed shell was lifted
from the jig and set upright as it would
appear when on the water. What a sight!
Although the signature “fins” were

Two views of a completed be-finned “Swish”. As can be seen here, the flashy style of this boat was the absolute “end” back in the late ’50s. Note
the lucky lad who got to accompany the ladies is in the shot on the opposite page! (Photos courtesy of the Glen L Company archives.)
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incomplete and still open on their topsides, the shape and style of the boat
was unmistakable and unlike anything our friends and neighbours had
ever seen before!
Dad was quite chuffed with the congratulations and compliments.
The next few weeks saw the topsides and insides of the boat come
together with a fine, varnished mahogany decking and glitzy royal blue
Naugahyde seats. Dark navy-blue graphic flashes were added on the sides,
complimenting the profile of those fabulous fins and beautifully detailed
side-skegs made of glassy-varnished mahogany were added low down on
the flanks. Pops even made up his own “Arborite” logo-badges!
After initial disappointing trials with the anemic 30-horse Scott, Dad
bit the bullet and sprang for an alomost-new 60 HP Flying Scott outboard
in bright red and white. With its new, futuristic wrap-around bubble
windshield, polished chrome brightwork and that spectacular Scott hung
on the transom, the “Swish” was finally complete!
We had lots of great times touring, water-skiing and just toodling
around in that boat at the cottage. Later, when my Dad sold the cottage
and bought a resort, the ol’ Swish kept providing many years of pleasure
and even performing some light work-duties hauling tools, “crew” and
An earlier model Scott-Atwater outboard proved dissapointing, tired and wholly
inadequate. My father therefore decided to bite the financial bullet and buy an almostnew 1960 Flying Scott 60HP unit nearly identical to this one. This motor gave great
service through the following 30-odd years on the back of my father’s “Swish”. (photos
courtesy Mikkelson Museum and Cascade Classic Outboards via Wikimedia Commons.)
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material for shoreline and dock repairs. After moving on from
the resort, the boat sat for many years and when my Dad passed
on, the Swish went to my brother, but sadly he had little interest
in fixing it up and getting it serviceable. The Scott and the trailer
were sold off “as is” and the boat, alas, went to the local landfill. I
kind of wish I had it now.
Fast forward to more recent times and the present and I find
my interest in boat building is being re-kindled since we bought
our own cottage property. Now I must point out that I have ‘way
too many projects on the go right now, and I am kinda’ getting
on in age myself – but hey, who knows? Maybe I will find the
time and wherewithal!
I’ve watched the episodes of “NCIS” where the lead character,
“Gibbs” builds a couple of Glen-L designs in his basement,
(shades of my father!) and the more recent project was a beautiful
barrel-back design that pays tribute to the lovely mahogany
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Glen L has a wide variety of boat plans and designs. The wonderful rear design of the “Barrelback19” caught the eye of the producers
of the TV show NCIS and this became the second boat building project for their character, “Gibbs”. The Barrelback 19 is a take-off on
a classic Chris Craft and several other similar designs of the 1930s through the 1950s. Above is another of the many designs that are
available. This is a whitewater rowboat/skiff, the Drifter, unfortunately a craft without a motor. Below, one creator’s take on the “Swish”
with a somewhat incongruous windshield treeatment. Oh well, to each his own! (Photos courtesy of the Glen L Ltd. company archives.)
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jewels of the late ’30s through the early ’60s. Perhaps one of
these would look fantastic moored to our dock! I just have to
convince my wife that another project is a good idea!

Above: Friends and family enjoying some sunny, happy times with my
father's “Swish”. This photo was taken at the resort my father and
stepmother owned back in the early 1970s.
Below: My father strikes a happy pose in front of his "Swish” at the
dock on the waterfront of the resort at Hall’s Lake, Ontario sometime
in the early 1970s. My apologies for the quality of these shots,
they are very old pictures! (Photos courtesy of the Kamstra family
collection.)

There are a number of individuals and outfits that can
supply plans and kits for boatbuilders and there are a
multitude of designs to choose from. The styles vary widely
and include replicas of the beautiful, traditional classics along
with more contemporary craft as well as some futuristic
designs that push the cutting edge. Whether you’re in the
market for somethong flashy and fast to pull water skiers or a
more utilitarian craft for fishing or doing work-related duties,
there’s something out there to fulfill your needs.
Some of these designs are very simple and easy to
construct while others can get quite complicated and can
utilize a variety of materials including wood and glassfibre or various metals and sophisticated composites. You
must do your research and carefully decide what your
wants and needs are, then be realistic about your time and
personal capabilities before you take on a project like this.
By all means, choose a design that fulfils your dreams and
requirements, but also excercise careful consideration and
be sensible about things like the cost to own, operate and
maintain the vessel.
Another important thing to consider is the storage
and transportation of your boat when you aren’t using it.
Do you want a vessel that can easily be trailered to your
preferred boating destination or do you plan on mooring it
permanently at your own cottage or at a marina facility? In
the winter in northern climes, the cost to store a boat can
seem to go up exponentially by the foot, so carefully decide
on the size of your boat with this in mind. Even in the sunny
south, the cost to pull a boat out of the water then service,
prepare and clean it for storage can quickly add up, especially
if it is used in salt water. Again, these costs increase with the
size of the boat so bear this in mind when you contemplate
the purchase or construction of your 60-foot dream yacht.
Remember, building a boat is one thing, ownership and
upkeep can be quite another.
Now… for any of our readers that may have had their
boat-building aspirations tweaked by this article, we strongly
suggest you look up the Glen-L Boats websites and have a
look through their catalogue of plans. You’ll find sailboats,
powerboats, rowboats …boats of almost every description!
With an exceptional range of sizes, styles, modes of power
and degree of complexity, we feel there will be something
there that’ll tick any and everyone’s boxes!
By all means please let us know your thoughts and write in
about any boat building and/or restoration experiences you’ve
had, we’d love to hear from you!
For more information, see the Glen-L Marine Designs
website at: https://www.glen-l.com
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For information and background on vintage
Feather Craft Boats be sure to check out the
enthusiast’s website at: https://www.feathercraft.ne

The Flying Boatmen and their
fabulous Feather Crafts!

I

n 1953, Colonel Scott Fellows of
the U.S. Air Force was stationed at
the McGhee-Tyson Airforce Base
in Knoxville, Tennessee amid the many
lakes and rivers of the area. A creative kind of guy, he
envisioned the boating equivalent to the popular airshow
acts of the time and decided it would be a good idea to “put
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BE SURE
TO CHECK
OUT THESE
FASCINATING
WEBSITES!

on a show”, but on water. He formed the Flying Boatmen
Club and recruited a few members.
For the fascinating history of The Flying Boatmen
demonstration team and their Feather Craft boats visit the
commemorative Facebook site at:

https://www.facebook.com/flyingboatmen/
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WINTER “CHILLS” AND MAYBE SOME THRILLS?
...DANG, WHERE DID SUMMER
GO AND WHAT’S NEXT?

Another 3 months and hopefully we’ll get
through it with some stimulating reading.
OK, the Vaccines are working and apart
from a few holdouts the infection rates are
indeed coming down. After a recent illadvised and unnecessary Canadian election,
we seem to be where we were, just 600-odd
million dollars poorer. Thanks Justin. Oh
well, here at Moto/ology we’ll try to help take
away some of the winter BLAHS with more
tales of hot motors and warmer climates.

SAP UPDATE

We’ll have the latest news update on
our SAP–SAGA. The MGB “Stalled and
Abandoned Projects” are still stalled but by
the time the next issue comes out maybe
we’ll have a movement! Again, let us know
how Doug’s glacial progress stacks up
against your own endeavours. May the best
procrastinator win!

MORE FLYING THINGS

We’re finally getting to visit the CWH
Museum! We’ll have a pictorial tour and a
descriptive play-by play of our walk through
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the fabulous Canadian Warplane Heritage
Museum collection. We’ll view the mighty
Lancaster and other legendary machines
on display and under restoration in this
impressive facility that’s been off-limits to
the public for ’way too long!

HOPEFULLY MORE FROM
THE LEFT COAST

With any luck we’ll have more striking
photo-essays and stories coming from our
western contributor, Royce Rumsey. More
of Royce’s fabulous photos and writings
on activities in the sunny southwest are
always welcome here in the frozen North to
brighten things up!

MORE MOTORCYCLING?

The word is out and we’re now chasing
our 2-wheel correspondants in earnest to
bring us some more thrilling stories and
info from the world of two wheels. There’s
more bike-related subjects in the works that
will cover things like touring, maintenance
and ownership hints and thoughts on twowheeled competition—both on track and
off-road! Our bikers know best and we’ll get
them to share it all with you.
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UP NEXT ISSUE

MORE BOAT STUFF

We’re going to look deeper into boatbuilding and restoration.
We’ll be back working on some interviews
and insights with folks in the know about
how to not only restore some beautiful boats,
but also how to bring back old motors and
some custom tweaks people have done! That
should keep us pleasantly occupied for the
cold months ahead!

ALL THOSE OPPOSED?

We’re going to take a look at a very common
and useful engine. The horizontally opposed
layout has been around as long as internal
combustion itself and this useful, compact
and flat configuration can be found powering
aircraft, cars, boats...you name it!

FEEDBACK!

We’ll be featuring some more comments
from our readers! Check them out and by
all means please send yours in!

AND MUCH MORE!

Watch for the Winter 2021 Issue of
Moto|ology, coming soon!
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